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PEOPLE AT CAMP
WHO DOES WHAT AT GIRL SCOUT DAY CAMP?
DDC (Diablo Day Camp) ADMINISTRATOR:
Takes charge of the year-round planning and administration of day camp. Develops an
operations committee, a calendar of work, and promotion, registration, staff recruitment,
training and other plans as needed. Appoints and supervises session directors. Develops budget
and accounts for all monies collected and spent. Files reports and records required by Council.
Assists in evaluation of camp. This is a volunteer position.

SESSION DIRECTORS:
Take charge of the operation of the session. Delegate responsibilities: help with training, provide
direction and supervision of all other adult volunteers (staff). Conduct staff meetings and
handle emergencies. Sees that records are kept and reports are filed as requested by DDC
Administrator. Conduct evaluation of camp. Determine framework for program at camp.
Schedule program activities and provide necessary consultants. Plan all camp activities. Make
suggestions to Unit Leaders for unit activities and involve girls in planning these whenever
possible. Post all-camp schedule. Post all-camp kaper chart and see that jobs are understood.
Also manage business aspects of camp. Account for and keep receipts for all monies spent
during camp. Shop for food and supplies or delegate shopping to others (such as unit leaders).
Keep attendance records, compile final enrollment report.

HIVE STAFF:
Monitors the use of equipment and supplies at camp. May serve as shopper. Checks equipment
out and in and sees that it is kept in good condition. Takes inventory at the beginning and end
of camp. Makes recommendations for replacement or repair of equipment. Supervises the
packing and storage of equipment and supplies. If you are a Hive staff, you will receive a
separate instruction manual.

HEALTH CARE SUPERVISOR:
Instructs staff in basic health and safety practices. Sees that all health and sanitation standards
are enforced. Collects and reviews Health Histories. Administers first aid and keeps medical log
recording all treatment given. Must be a registered nurse, physician, EMT, or an adult qualified
as a GSUSA level II first aider if camp size is over 200 onsite, or level I first aider if camp size is
less than 200 onsite, including both adult and infant-child CPR.

PROGRAM SPECIALISTS:
Share skills and knowledge in the unit setting, or in workshops (depending on the program
framework). Examples: crafts, nature, camp skills, sports, music, dance, drama, hand arts.
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UNIT LEADERS:
Responsible for a troop-sized group (unit) of campers assigned to unit for the session. Works
with a co-leader to help campers plan and select activities which interest them, teaches them
skills for comfortable outdoor living. Keeps records of attendance, accounts for monies
allocated. Utilizes Program Aides (Elves) appropriately and helps evaluate their performance.

ELVES:
DDC’s oldest campers assigned to assist adult staff in carrying out camp program. They must
have training and on-the-job supervision. Their performance must be documented in order for
them to receive credit for older-girl awards for leadership service.

GSNorCal (Girl Scouts of Northern California) STAFF:
The Council provided Lifeguards and Maintenance personnel are our only paid staff and these
costs are included in our site rental fee. All other day camp adults are volunteers!

WATERFRONT STAFF (lifeguards):
The primary function is to maintain a safe and secure waterfront (pool) area. Must be at least 18
years of age and have current lifeguard certification. Waterfront Staff (lifeguards) are paid,
seasonal positions. These persons are temporary employees of our local Council, Girl Scouts of
Northern California. Please call the program department at 1-800-447-GIRL for more
information, full job description and pay scale. Additional Council training is required.

DDC COMMITTEE:
The DDC Committee is the governing body of DDC. Under the direction of the DDC
Administrator, it develops all DDC camp policies and procedures, coordinates and implements
all required training, purchases the supplies, replaces equipment, manages finances, and every
other function that involves the operation of camp.
This is an all-volunteer committee, comprised of adult volunteers of all ages, representing ten
local Girl Scout service units. The DDC Committee includes Treasurer, Registrar, Training,
Service Unit liaisons and Session Directors.
All DDC enthusiasts are invited to join our committee members, in keeping the traditions and
fun of camp alive. From September to May, we meet on the first Monday of each month at
7:00pm. Interested in being part of the DDC committee? Please ask your service unit’s day camp
liaison or session director for information.
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JOB DESCRIPTIONS
CAMPER UNIT LEADERS (Includes Boys and Tags):
SCOPE AND RESPONSIBILITY
The DDC unit leader is responsible for development, coordination, and maintenance of a
high-quality program in the camp setting, according to the goals and objectives of the session,
and for the emotional and physical well-being of all participants (campers) under their
supervision. She/he gives direction to unit staff, including elves, as assigned. The unit leader
works under the supervision of the session director.

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Provides a relaxed atmosphere in which the girls can have fun, develop camping and
outdoor skills and encourage sensitivity to their natural surroundings.
Guides campers through program and group activities while helping each gain the most
from the day camp experience
Coordinates activities within the unit and unit participation in all day camp activities
Delegates specific duties to unit staff (including elves), helps each to develop leadership
skills, responsibility, and a caring attitude as members of a cohesive staff team
Coordinates staff schedules, breaks, and meetings with all event or unit activities
Opens and closes unit in accordance with established DDC procedures
Keeps records and maintains unit budget as necessary
Participates in the planning and implementation of all unit activities as needed
Creates an opportunity for group self-government
Attendance and participation in all required training.

ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

Minimum of 1 year experience in camp or event setting
Experience in planning and delivering program to children
Experience and demonstrated sensitivity in working with people from diverse ethnic,
cultural, religious, and economic backgrounds
Experience or a willingness to learn how to plan, prepare and provide a well-rounded
meal in the camp setting which meets the needs of campers and staff, including those
with dietary restrictions
Experience and demonstrated knowledge of DDC campsite cooking practices, including
food safety practices is preferred. Willingness to learn those skills is a must.
Ability to navigate rough, uneven terrain and to lift and move 35 lbs.

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS
♦
♦

Knowledge of Girl Scout program
Experience in supervision of adults

ADDITIONAL NOTES FOR BOY UNIT LEADERS:
♦

Provides meaningful program in the camp setting for the sons, ages 6 to 11, of the DDC
adult volunteer staff.
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♦
♦

Develop a program for boys that will increase camping and outdoor skills and
encourage sensitivity to their natural surroundings.
Provide activities that appeal to their interests.

ADDITIONAL NOTES FOR TAG UNIT LEADERS:
♦

♦

♦

Provides a safe, healthful and enjoyable program in the camp setting for the younger,
potty trained, children, ages 3 -5, of the DDC adult volunteer staff.
Helps provide a relaxed atmosphere in which young girls and boys can have fun,
increase their outdoors comfort and skills, and encourage sensitivity to their natural
surroundings.
Provide emotional support and supervision appropriate for their age.

PROGRAM SPECIALISTS:
SCOPE AND RESPONSIBILITY
The DDC program specialist is responsible for development, coordination, and implementation
of high-quality program in the camp setting, according to the goals and objectives of the event,
and for the emotional and physical health and safety of all participants (campers) under her/his
supervision. She/he gives direction to program staff, including elves, as assigned. The program
specialist works under the supervision of the session directors.

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Develops age-appropriate activities for program area. Guides participants through
program and group activities while helping each gain the most from the day camp
experience
Delegates specific duties to program staff (including elves), helps each to develop
leadership skills, responsibility, and a caring attitude as members of a cohesive team
Coordinates staff schedules, breaks, and meetings with all event activities
Opens and closes program area in accordance with established DDC procedures
Keeps records and maintains unit budget as necessary
Participates in the planning and implementation of all program activities as needed
Attendance and participation in required annual training.

ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Minimum of 1 year experience in camp or event setting
Experience in planning and delivering program to children
Experience and demonstrated sensitivity in working with people from diverse ethnic,
cultural, religious, and economic backgrounds
Ability to navigate rough, uneven terrain and to lift and move 35 lbs.
Participation in camp or program leadership training program

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS
♦
♦

Knowledge of Girl Scout program
Experience in supervision of adults
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HIVE STAFF
SCOPE AND RESPONSIBILITY
The DDC Hive staff is responsible for the maintenance of the camp equipment and supplies that
support the goals and objective of the event. The Hive staff works under the supervision of the
session directors.

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Develop a schedule to meet the diverse needs of all units
Coordinates distribution and collection of day camp equipment and supplies
Coordinates duties with other Hive staff, delegating specific duties to program aides
(elves), which help develop leadership skills, responsibility, and a caring attitude as
members of a cohesive staff team
Keeps records and maintains a budget as necessary
Opens and closes Hive area in accordance with established DDC procedures
Issues equipment and supplies, as requisitioned, to units as needed.
Maintains coffee and other supplies at staff break area.
Maintains and supervises central dish wash set-up.
Maintains ice machine and supervises distribution of ice for unit use and snow cones
Attendance and participation in all required training including ServSafe CA Food
Handler certification (the course fee is reimbursed by DDC)

ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Experience in working with children
Experience and demonstrated sensitivity in working with people from diverse ethnic,
cultural, religious, and economic backgrounds
Knowledge of safety and hygiene procedures in the camp setting
Knowledge of use and care of equipment used in camp setting
Ability to demonstrate proper camp dishwashing technique
Ability to navigate rough, uneven terrain and lift and move 40 lbs.
Ability to sustain heat above 90 degrees

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS
♦
♦
♦

Knowledge of Girl Scout program
Experience in camp or event setting
Experience in supervision of adults

HEALTH CARE SUPERVISORS
SCOPE AND RESPONSIBILITY
The DDC health care supervisor is responsible for all health and safety aspects of camp. The
health care supervisor works under the supervision of the session directors.

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES
♦
♦
♦

Administers first aid and emergency medical care as needed
Keeps medical records as required by GSNorCal
Opens and closes first aid station in accordance with established DDC procedures
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ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

First Aid / CPR certified
Girl Scout Troop First Aider trained
Girl Scout Event First Aider trained
Experience in working with children
Experience and demonstrated sensitivity in working with people from diverse ethnic,
cultural, religious, and economic backgrounds
Knowledge of safety and hygiene procedures in the camp setting
Ability to navigate rough, uneven terrain and lift and move 35 lbs.
Participation in DDC camp training

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS
♦
♦

Knowledge of Girl Scout program
Experience in camp or event setting

TEENAGE VOLUNTEERS / PROGRAM AIDES (ELVES)
DDC’s program aides (“Elves”) are girls who are at least 13 years old or entering the 8th grade
in the fall. They are at camp to gain practical leadership experience and to earn leadership or
service hours. You can help your elf attain her goals by allowing her the opportunity to plan and
assist you in the operations of your unit. Invite your elf to pre-camp planning sessions and
allow her to contribute.
All elves have been trained in song and game leading, fire starting, camp food preparations, and
flag ceremonies. Some have more experience than others, so be practical in your expectations.
Elves can escort their unit to the scheduled core programs. With proper supervision, elves can
train older girls in fire and knife safety. Elves can start and extinguish unit fires, but are not to
be left unsupervised with the unit campers or unit fires at any time. They may not take the unit
hiking without adult supervision.

ELF JOB DESCRIPTION AND RESPONSIBILITIES
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Elves volunteer at camp under the supervision of an adult unit leader.
Elves are placed by the session director where needed and where their skills can be most
effectively used.
An elf is in camp to learn advanced leadership skills and to share specific skills in the
units.
An elf must make her own arrangements for transportation to and from camp.
An elf must attend the pre-camp training sessions.
Elves are expected to arrive and depart camp on the same schedule as the adult staff.
Elves get two 15-minute breaks daily, arranged so as to be compatible with unit
activities.
Elves are not to be left alone with campers/boys/tags in a unit.
Elves do not go hiking alone with campers/boys/tags on any camp trail.
Elves are not to be left alone with boys in any instance.
Elves cannot be left alone with a lighted campfire in their unit or at the central campsite.
Elves should not buy supplies of any kind.
Elves should not be in charge of an all-camp activity if previously assigned to a unit.
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♦

♦
♦

Elves will begin “songs” at the logs no more than 15 minutes before camp begins. Since
they are asked to observe “adult” hours and arrive 30 minutes early, this will give them
time to get settled in their unit and/or help unit leaders.
Elves may be asked to watch campers before camp only if those campers came with a
working adult.
Elves are here to work, learn, have fun, and share their own special brand of enthusiasm
with the day camp program.

PROGRAM AIDE BILL OF RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

Elves should know which adult is responsible for them, to whom they are accountable,
and to whom they can go for counseling.
The rules of the program and the expectations of elves should be presented to the elves
before the beginning of the program.
Elves should be treated as individuals who, like adults, expect respect and appreciation
for the dedication, care and knowledge they show (of course, they will do likewise).
Elves participate in the on-going program of the event.
Elves should be given the opportunity to teach, team-teach or share their particular skills
with campers as mutually agreed upon.
Elves must be mature enough to be responsible for their own health and safety. They
should be able to keep track of their own schedule and be punctual returning from
breaks on time.
Elves should be able to lead a small group of younger campers in a game, song or other
short filler activity when asked to do so by their leader.
Elves should be able to demonstrate a learned skill and then tutor younger campers to
help them acquire the skill.
Elves should show initiative in working with younger campers as well as cleaning up
after themself.
An elf is not:
o an errand person (but will take their turn)
o expected to be in sole charge (an adult should always be nearby)
o responsible for discipline (but serves as a role model for appropriate behavior)
Elves have some time to be with other elves (if other elves are present).
Elves are considered an important part of the leadership team for the event and
informed of developments, plans, and changes.
Elves should be given the chance to help evaluate the program; they have an important
viewpoint.
Elves should be consulted regularly to see if the responsibilities and expectations
continue to match their skills and abilities and afford them the opportunity to grow.
Regular self-evaluation, as well as joint evaluation, is important.
The person to whom they are accountable should give them an evaluation of their
participation and a written record of their training and service.
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CAMPERS, BOYS AND TAGS
CAMPERS
Campers are the reason for DDC. We are committed to offering a quality day camp experience
to all girls at camp. From the GSNorCal Resource book: The Girl Scout program is an important
tool for youth development. It is essential that we remember that besides the program skills
offered by the program there is a second level of skills, life skills that are reinforced. Skills such
as cooperation, teamwork, personal responsibility, self-reliance, and others are all products of
our program and just as important as learning to do crafts, tie knots, or cook lunch. All must be
present for a girl to become a productive adult. As Girl Scout adults, we should be committed to
the development of life skills and our responsibility in facilitating that process.
Girl Scouting welcomes participation from girls and adults of all racial, religious, ethnic and
economic backgrounds. Our Council is committed to serving all girls and to valuing the rich
diversity within our membership and our communities. All program activities should
encourage acceptance, understanding, and sensitivity to differences. Girl Scout adults are
expected to be role models in encouraging and welcoming diversity. Girl Scout programs and
activities should:
♦ Be inclusive of all girls and adults in a positive, supportive manner
♦ Promote personal identity and self-esteem in each girl
♦ Provide opportunities to learn about cultures other than one’s own
♦ Develop awareness that there are differences among people and many ways of doing
things
♦ Encourage cooperative learning and decision-making techniques
♦ Provide accurate, non-stereotyped information and experiences about race, religion,
ethnicity and economic level
♦ Promote an atmosphere of openness, acceptance and respect
With these goals in mind, GSNorCal has developed a camper bill of rights.

CAMPER BILL OF RIGHTS
Every camper attending a camp operated by Girl Scouts of Northern California has the right to:
♦ A safe, wholesome and fun camp experience
♦ A camp environment in which she is treated with care, respect and fairness
♦ An atmosphere in which her contributions are recognized and valued, and in which she
is encouraged to express her needs and make decisions in partnership with adults
♦ Staff who are committed to serving as appropriate role models, willing to put campers’
needs first, and are dedicated to positive youth development
♦ A community, reflective of the Girl Scout family, to which she feels a sense of belonging
and can be accepted without judgment
♦ A structure that has clear, consistent boundaries and guidance to understand and
respect those boundaries.
♦ An opportunity to individually learn new skills, make friends, relate to others and
contribute to the camp society
♦ A supportive environment in which she is accepted as a unique individual able to
explore and express her own creativity and accept new challenges without fear of failure
or ridicule
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♦
♦

An environment in which she is encouraged to accept and appreciate differences
An opportunity to develop an increased sense of wonder, understanding and respect for
the natural environment

MANAGING GROUP BEHAVIOR
Campers need freedom to explore but they also need boundaries to keep them safe.
♦ Set clear boundaries
♦ Enlist the girls in developing a set of unit rules; add your own as needed, particularly
rules for physical safety. Post the rules where everyone can see them.
♦ Be consistent and evenhanded in applying the unit rules.
♦ Use a Kaper Chart and "Do-Done bag" to assure campers that everyone will get a turn.
♦ “Catch them doing good". Sincere praise, appropriate for the situation will reinforce the
desired behavior. Praise can be as simple as “nice job”, followed by the camper’s name
or a thumb’s up.
♦ Motivators – A positive reward system can be very effective.
♦ Humor –softens a message and keeps the mood upbeat when things do not work out as
expected.
♦ Consequences - are the result of choices made. Let the child or unit take the
consequences of their behavior. This works best when used with all of the above and a
limited number of reminders, “Remember that we swim immediately after lunch.
Everyone needs to be quick in their clean-up duties or we will have less time in the
pool”.
♦ ”Selective Ignoring –"don’t sweat the small stuff’", ignore the annoying behaviors that
do not risk injury to themselves or others.
♦ When more direct intervention is needed keep in mind it is the camper's behavior, not
the camper herself, that is the issue.
♦ Be discrete in your conversation but don't isolate yourself with a child.
♦ Be constructive in your feedback so child can visualize how to change her behavior.
♦ Consult/refer camper to Session Director.
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Directors may choose to mail a camper agreement to each camper and ask that it be completed
and returned before the beginning of camp. Campers must follow the guidelines in the Camper
Conduct Agreement whether they have signed the agreement or not. Campers who cannot
abide by these guidelines should be referred to the session directors.

CAMPER CONDUCT AGREEMENT (use varies by session)
Camper Name:
I understand that my behavior and attitude are important to the success of camp both for myself
and others. I understand that while attending camp I must take responsibility for my actions
and always act according to the Girl Scout Promise and Law. I agree to the following:
♦ I will always show respect for myself, my fellow participants, and the adult leaders.
♦ I will treat the camp and its equipment with care.
♦ I will obey the rules of the event and the directions of the staff.
♦ I will use words to settle disagreements and express my feelings in an appropriate way.
I have read and understand my responsibilities listed above. If I do not live up to this
agreement, I understand that I will be disciplined, including the possibility of being sent home.
Camper Signature

Date

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

BOYS AND TAGS
Childcare is offered for pre-school age children (tags) of adult volunteers who are potty-trained.
Tags enjoy participation in all age-appropriate camp activities. The Tag program varies by
session as to cooking and other activities. Tags hang out in the tag area. The play equipment and
the sand box are reserved especially for tags. Older children are not allowed on the tag play
equipment.
Program is offered for young sons (currently in elementary school, grades K through 5) of adult
volunteers so that they can come and work at camp. The boys unit enjoys all regular camp
activities. Boys are kept busy with extra hikes or special projects. Older boys are not invited to
camp because over the years, experience has shown that they provide a distraction to the
program aides (elves) working at camp. Often older boys don’t really want to be at camp, so
many older boys act out and are disruptive to the camp community.
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DAY CAMP BASICS
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
FOR ALL ADULT VOLUNTEERS
The DDC Committee deeply appreciates your volunteering for a session this summer. Your
directors and members of the DDC Committee are working hard, right along with you to help
make your week fun for everyone. The following information is intended to give you a brief
overview of adult volunteer practices at camp and answer general questions. However, each
session of DDC is unique, and your directors will advise you of activities specific to your
assigned session at your trainings and session meeting.

ARRIVALS:
Camp starts at 9:00 am unless otherwise specified by your session directors. Camp gates will
open 45 minutes before the beginning of camp. Check with your session director for more
specific information. It is a good idea (and perhaps less stressful) to arrive early to set-up for
each day. Campers who are not car-pooling with adult volunteers are not allowed at camp more
than 15 minutes before the start of camp.

ASSEMBLY:
Everyone in camp should attend both Assemblies. Opening assembly will have that day’s
announcements, awards, morning presentations/skits and a flag-up ceremony. Closing
assembly will have afternoon presentations/skits, next day reminders, lost and found and a
flag-down ceremony.

BANDANAS:
A camper’s best friend. Used as a towel, kerchief, game piece, sling, plus 100 other uses.

BIFFY (latrine/bathroom):
There is a Biffy in each canyon plus ADA compliant Biffies behind the flagpole. Biffy cleaning
duty is assigned to adults only (see your session director for schedule). Contact first aid staff
(first aid station) for cleaning instructions and supplies.

BOYS:
All boys must be accompanied by an adult at all times. Elves are not to be left alone with boys.
Boys are not to use the Biffy when girls are present (and vice versa).

BULLETIN BOARD:
Schedules for all camp programs, including kapers, are available on the bulletin board located
in the staff break area. Check this board daily for changes or special announcements.

CATERPILLAR:
Storage area for camp equipment and basic craft and nature materials. It is used primarily by
Hive staff. Unit and program staff can access it for craft and nature materials during camp and 4
weeks prior to camp. See “What’s in the Caterpillar” for a list of contents. Campers (including
our own daughters, sons, and tags) are not allowed in the Caterpillar without permission.
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CELL PHONES:
Cell phones do not have good reception at camp. Nonetheless, reduce cell phone usage to a
minimum, if at all. Only use your cell phone at breaks or before/after camp. Use of cell phones is
prohibited during a crisis.

CHILD ABUSE:
As caring Girl Scout adults we are committed to provide the best experience for the children in
our care. During camp we may witness behavior or physical signs that raise concerns regarding
child abuse. Report any suspicions to your Directors. Intervene/Report any staff who are “losing
it” to the Directors. Keep in mind abuse is defined by the perception of the child. Be sensitive to
good and bad touching, the volume and the tone of your voice. Do not initiate any physical
contact (holding on lap, hugging, etc.) Do not isolate yourself with a camper (have another adult
present for any private conversations; do not enter an enclosed area with a child without
another adult present).

CRISIS TEAM:
The camp crisis team is composed of camp staff trained to follow an established plan under
specific circumstances. To minimize the impact upon campers and volunteers, camp functions
should continue with as little interruption as possible. See more information in the HEALTH
and SAFETY section.

DEPARTURE:
Adult volunteers do not leave camp until all campers in their unit have been picked up and all
camp kapers assigned to their unit/area have been completed unless dismissed by a director.
Directors are the last to leave and lock the gate behind them.

ELVES:
Elves have gone through training to learn fire building, fire safety, songs, games, flag
ceremonies and communications. Some are experienced and many are novices. Leaders need to
communicate with their elves about whether or not elves are meeting their expectations and are
getting the job done as needed. Please insist that elves take a morning and afternoon break -they’ll need it! Unit leaders and core area leaders are to fill out an evaluation form for each elf
and review it with your elf BEFORE returning it to the directors on Friday. If an elf is not
working out for any reason, please discuss it with the directors as soon as possible so
adjustments can be made and everyone can enjoy their week at camp. See the ELF section under
PEOPLE for more information.

ELF GIFTS:
Many unit leaders wish to recognize their elves with a token “thank you”. This can be
awkward, since others don’t. Please check with session directors as to their policy. Most sessions
provide all elves in their session with the same gift. If you wish to provide a token of
appreciation to your elves, please make it something handmade or customized by the girls in
your unit (such as an embellished hat, card or mat for the unit picture, autographed by the
campers, t-shirt or another small remembrance of their time in your unit). DO NOT purchase
gift cards for elves. You will not be reimbursed for the purchase of gift cards. Gift cards equal
payment and make elves employees instead of volunteer participants.
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EVALUATIONS:
These are distributed by directors. All evaluations must be turned in Friday morning.
The “camp” evaluation will be given to each adult and elf. This evaluation is utilized by the
camp committee to revise trainings for elves and staff, make program enhancements or
improvements, and to make suggestions to Council for site improvements.
The “performance” evaluation is completed for each volunteer, adult and elf. Elves are
evaluated by the unit leaders who supervised them for the week. The unit leader goes over the
evaluation with the elf and then gives her a copy. Adult volunteers are self-evaluated.

FIRE DRILL:
There will be a fire drill sometime on Monday. Listen for the air horn or bull horn (three short
blasts). EVERYONE IN CAMP MUST ATTEND THE FIRE DRILL. Knowing what to do during
practice will help ensure everyone’s safely should a real fire occur. Unit leaders: Bring your
attendance sheets. WALK campers directly to FLAGPOLE AREA. Have campers quietly line up
in pairs, facing the flagpole, while unit leaders take attendance. This is a timed drill, so please
proceed directly to the flagpole area as if it were a real emergency. Please emphasize to your
units the importance of knowing how to react during the procedure. Nest: Bring health forms
and any medications that were turned in. Directors will call roll of the units and dismiss
everyone once roll call is complete.

FIRST AID AND HEALTH CARE CONCERNS:
The health care supervisor MUST handle all first aid. No one other than the Heath Care
Supervisor is allowed to administer first aid. Have an adult or elf accompany the camper to the
first aid station. If injury is minor and campers are Juniors or Cadettes, they may use the buddy
system to visit the health care supervisor. Health concerns are noted on campers’ health forms.
Access to this information is restricted to “need to know”. Issues that may affect the safety of
the camper or functioning of the unit is disclosed confidentially to the unit leaders. Typically,
unit leaders need to know food and insect allergies, diet requirements, conditions that might
limit the camper’s participation in camp activities.

HILLS:
ALL CAMPERS, ADULTS, ELVES, BOYS AND TAGS MUST STAY OFF THE HILLS.

HIVE:
The Hive has two basic functions: To fill requisition orders and maintain the dishwashing setup. It also has used but reusable craft and nature materials and distributes ice and snow cones,
and may provide popcorn. NOTE: Campers (including our own daughters, sons, and tags) are
not allowed in the Hive without permission.

LIBRARY:
A small reference library, located in the Caterpillar or Hive, contains Girl and Boy Scout books,
songbooks, game skills books; cookbooks, skit ideas and craft books, as well as OBIS and other
nature books or kits. These materials can be checked out during your camp session only. See
Hive staff or directors.
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LIFE SKILLS:
Camp is an excellent place to teach girls the skills that they will need for the rest of their lives.
Be aware of this and help them to learn skills like cooperation, working in a group,
decision-making, flexibility, responsibility and friendship. This is true for both campers and
elves. As a camp adult, you are in an important position to help girls grow. It’s amazing how
important their camp experiences are as they become young women.

LOST AND FOUND:
A basket marked “Lost and Found” will be outside the Hive. Please check it often. Many
directors also offer “lost” items for reclamation during the afternoon assembly.

MESSAGE BOARD:
This board is located at the directors’ hut. It is used by core staff to indicate their location when
not in the Hive, directors’ hut, or first-aid station. It’s also used by units when hiking. All
information should be updated regularly or erased upon return.

PARKING:
If possible, please carpool to and from camp. Parking is always at a premium. Do not block the
trash dumpsters. Additional parking is available outside the camp gates. Vehicles parked here
must observe the no parking signs and fire lane designations. Improperly parked vehicles may
be ticketed or towed without warning.
Always park back end in first (Council rule). Lock your vehicle. Leave your valuables in your
locked car. Use the provided dashboard card labeled with your camp name and unit. Make sure
it’s in view in your vehicle. Please be aware of traffic when walking to and from your car.
Walk along the parking lot, not through it. Never drive your car farther into the camp than the
Hive (only for loading/unloading equipment). You must keep your keys with you at all times.

PARKING LOT DUTY:
Directors assign adults to parking lot duty. Please wear orange vest from the Hive. Two people
will be needed in the morning. Three – four people are needed in the afternoon. There is always
one person at the entrance gate directing traffic; one person assisting in drop-off or pick-up. In
the afternoon, the additional personnel will assist with collecting pick-up coupons and loading
of carpools. Campers are to stay behind the logs next to the parking lot grouped by unit during
afternoon pick-up. One adult from the unit remains with the campers for supervision until all
are picked up. Please explain to campers this pick-up procedure.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Unit photos: Each camper will receive a unit picture that is taken during camp’s first two days.
Directors schedule unit photos (usually on Monday when everyone is fresh and wearing their
unit colors, often right before swimming). Please arrive a few minutes early to have your unit
photo taken. Core staff photos are also taken.
Other photos: Campers must have a signed photo release on file in order to have photos taken
(other than unit photos). Photos used for camp promotions and Girl Scout public relations are
handled differently and the procedure varies for each session. Camp directors will review this
procedure.
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RECYCLING/COMPOST/TRASH System:
There are 3 small trash cans at every unit for sorting of waste: Recyclables, Compost, and Trash.
This program reduced Hive trash significantly, camp trash overall. The wash water was left
cleaner after each unit resulting in fewer changes of the wash tubs, and an easier workload for
Hive staff.
When in doubt, recycle. Sorters go through the recycle items and will pick out what can't
actually be recycled. They do not go through trash.
♦ No plastic or metal items are allowed in the
Compost, only food scraps and food soiled
paper. Use a paper bag to line the can or no
bag at all (plan to rinse the can after
emptying).
♦ Plastic scrapers are provided to every unit
so that all food containers and dishes can be
scraped at the unit.
♦ Paper towels can be used as a last resort, to
wipe out the pans/dishes and then put the
paper towels into the compost bin.
One trash can with scrapers will remain at the Hive for pots that require soaking or leftovers
that were brought down to the Hive.
Units are responsible for emptying their waste bins every day so animals don't get into them.
You may want to empty the compost bin after lunch to minimize bugs.

STAFF BREAKS:
Everyone, including elves, gets two breaks each day. A good time to schedule them is while
your unit is at a program activity or during an elf or staff meeting.

STAFF GRAZING TABLE:
It’s important to take daily breaks and socialize with your fellow volunteers. Everyone (adults
and elves) will bring a snack for the grazing table once during the week. A grazing table sign-up
will be displayed at camp in the staff area. Remember, a lot of hungry staff will be depending on
your contribution! No children are allowed in the staff area during camp.

STAFF / ELF SNACK TABLE GUIDELINES
♦
♦

♦

♦

Always wash your hands before preparing food and eating.
Practice good food safety routines in your home preparation. If the food is cooked the
night before, make sure you cool it properly. Let it cool on the table for no more than an
hour and then promptly put it in your refrigerator uncovered, for further cooling. Cover
it after it is fully cooled.
Any food that contains dairy products, eggs and meats has the potential to spoil quickly
if left in the hot sun. The Temperature Danger Zone for bacterial growth is between 41°
and 140°. Bacteria can double in 20 minutes within that “Danger Zone”.
If food is to be served hot, please reheat the food item to a temperature of 145° or more.
Try to finish cooking or baking it just before you leave for camp. The shortest time
between taking it out of the oven or stove and serving the food will reduce the
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♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦

probability of food spoilage. Hot foods will be removed from the snack table after 2
hours.
Never cross contaminate your raw meats and ready to eat fresh foods by using the same
knife, cutting board, utensils for both.
Cold foods should be kept below 41°. If your snack is a cold food item, transport it to
camp in a small ice chest, with ice. Hive will provide an ice filled chest and put any
foods at the Staff and Elf Snack Tables in it that will need to be kept cold throughout the
day.
Limit the quantity of the food item that you are bringing to the snack table. Remember
that there are others bringing food each day.
Please cover any food items after snacking. This will help prevent flies, bees and dirt
from landing on our precious goodies.
Except for some baked goods, all other foods that contain dairy, eggs, meats (especially
hot foods) that are not eaten by the afternoon will be thrown out. If you want to bring it
home, remove it from the snack table and place in the refrigerator (labeled with your
name). Please claim your empty dish by the end of the day—be sure your name is on the
serving plate!
Sodas and other foods for personal consumption can be kept cold in the Hive’s
refrigerator. Label items using your camp name. If you plan on drinking your soda
within your unit, please be prepared to provide sodas for all your campers.

STAFF MEETINGS:
Adult staff meetings are scheduled by your directors. Staff meetings give directors a chance to
make announcements, discuss as a group any program changes or challenges that you may
have with camp. This is NOT the place to discuss a difficulty you are having with an individual.
Afterwards, you may have time to grab a cup of coffee and a snack from the grazing table and
mix and mingle with others in camp and share all the great things happening in your unit or
program area.
Elf staff meetings are scheduled by each session’s directors. All elves need to attend, so plan on
doing without your elf for 15 minutes each day (in addition to their break times).

STAFF PLACEMENT:
All adults are placed in camp positions that will best utilize their existing skills while allowing
them the opportunity for growth or enhancement of their mentor skills. All efforts will be made
to place you, and when possible, a friend, in the position of your choice, however this is not
always possible due to the specific needs of the camp and campers. Adult volunteers DO NOT
work in the same unit as their own child(ren).

TELEPHONE:
Twin Canyon’s pay phone number is 925-284-1058. This phone is intended for day camp
business and camp emergencies only. Please keep personal phone use to a minimum.

VISITORS/STRANGERS:
Visitors to camp must notify directors prior to arrival. No exceptions! This is a safety issue.
If you see a stranger in camp, and you feel comfortable approaching the person, direct them to
the camp health care supervisor or a director.
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Most visitors are council employees or parents here for early pick-up. All visitors must check in
with a director or health care supervisor, sign-in on the guest log and get a visitor nametag. If
parents are picking up a camper early, and are not staying at camp, they do not need to sign-in
or get a visitors badge. They must present a pick-up coupon and show a photo ID. The camp
health care supervisor will note the date and time of early departures on the pick-up coupon.
The health care supervisor or a director (or another authorized adult) will find the camper and
escort them to the first aid station for pick-up.
If you see a stranger in camp and you think the person is a threat to camp, or if someone is
uncooperative about showing ID and signing in, immediately report them to a director. Keep
that person under observation. Send a runner to report to the director. If necessary, gather your
unit, without alarming the girls, and move them away from the person.
PARENTS MAY NOT TAKE CAMPERS DIRECTLY OUT OF UNITS for any reason. Parents
must follow the pick-up procedure and get approval from the director or health care supervisor.
DO NOT disclose ANY information about campers in your unit to any stranger. Be aware that
we have had past incidents of strangers approaching units asking for a child by first name only
(like “Susan” or “Brittany”) without giving any last name. These people had no business
picking up any camper from camp! In fact, they had no business being in camp at all. Think
defensively! Note details of appearance (height, weight, age, race, hair, clothing). Note strange
vehicles in the staff parking area. (All authorized vehicles should have a parking permit. All
others should park outside camp gates.)
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Page 18 is intentionally blank so the next section begins on a right hand page.
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ADULT VOLUNTEERS
CORE STAFF AT DDC
All adult volunteers who are not unit leaders are considered “core” staff: Session Directors,
Hive personnel, health care supervisor and program specialists for crafts, nature and archery
(and any other all-camp program activities). Since core staff members do not cook in a unit with
campers, they usually get invited to join a unit for lunch each day. Check with your session
directors and see job descriptions above and planning timeline below for specific duties.

PRE-CAMP PLANNING TIMELINE
For Core Program Staff / HIVE / Health Care Supervisor
4 to 6 WEEKS BEFORE CAMP

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Read your Staff/Hive/Nest Manual. Call your directors with questions.
Meet with your partner(s) to review camp assignment and schedule.
Decide which job(s) will be done by whom and when.
Nurse: Take GS training: Troop First Aider AND Event First Aider
For core areas, let unit leaders know if they need to ask campers to bring special materials or
supplies from home. Unit letters are mailed approximately 3 weeks before camp.
Draft tentative program activities. Review with Directors.
Practice activities to minimize glitches at camp. Save and use as samples.

2 to 4 WEEKS BEFORE CAMP
◻
◻
◻

Start gathering program supplies. Utilize Caterpillar supplies whenever possible to reduce
program expenses.
Decide on name tag design. Name tags are a good pre-camp project for your elves.
Remember to keep your receipts and turn them in to your directors when asked.

1 to 2 WEEKS BEFORE CAMP
◻
◻
◻
◻

Make final purchases and remember to keep receipts.
Nurse: Read the DDC’s First Aid Guidelines and Biffy cleaning procedures.
Nurse: Email unit leaders with health concerns of the campers in their unit.
Hive: Visit the Hive during another session to see it in operation (it could be helpful).

SESSION SET-UP DAY
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Bring area decorations, including table coverings (do not use staples to affix to table).
Check bulletin board for lunch invitations.
Plan to briefly review program activities and remind unit leaders of any supplies campers
are expected to bring and supervision requirements.
Nurse: Be available to discuss health issues with anyone who has questions.
Nurse: Inventory first-aid supplies and Biffy cleaning supplies. Make a list of needed
replacement items.
Nurse: Ensure walkie-talkies are charging and left plugged in overnight.
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◻
◻
◻
◻

Hive: Plan to review your policies with staff at today’s meeting.
Hive: Check Hive supplies and make a list of needed replacement items.
Hive: Fill wagons for Monday morning.
Staff survival ideas:
● Fill your gas tank on Sunday night.
● Remember your own camp gear (mess kit, coffee cup, bandana).
● Remember sunscreen, sun visor or hat, insect repellent.
● Wear comfortable shoes or hiking boots.
● Bring a misty mate or spray bottle if the weather is hot.
● Make dinners ahead of time or plan to order out.

DAILY AT CAMP
◻

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Plan to arrive at least 30 minutes before camp starts each day. Staff with AM parking duty
should arrive earlier. Everyone stays until camper pick-up is done.
Back your car into your spot. Place your parking permit on the dashboard.
Your campers stay with you after they’ve helped you unload the car. They can go to the
Assembly area when the staff meeting starts or elves start singing.
Keep your tags with you until opening assembly (unless you have parking duty).
Please attend the opening assembly.
Have at least one person from each core activity area attend the daily staff meeting.
Make sure your elves attend the elf meeting.
Remember to schedule breaks — elves too!
Get thermos of water from Hive. Remember to return wagon to hive at end of day.
Help unit leaders stay on schedule by starting and ending your activity on time.
If the unit leader isn’t needed to help, ask them to take a break. Remember to get each unit’s
attendance sheet so you have it while they are gone.
Keep materials organized; try to have in place before each unit arrives.
Please have extra materials or supplies available. Occasionally a camper forgets (or simply
can’t afford) to bring the requested items(s) from home.
If a camper has trouble finishing a project, set the project aside and have the elf check with
the unit leader to schedule additional time. Don’t delay the group returning to their unit or
on to their next activity. Remember, you need the time to get ready for the next group.
Make sure campers have their names on the items that they brought from home.
Empty trash into garbage dumpster at the end of the day.
Be on time for closing assembly.
Nurse: SEE SEPARATE CHECKLIST in Health care supervisor’s manual.
Nurse: Get a small thermos of water and chest of ice from the Hive each day.
Nurse: Check times for camper’s meds or testing.
Nurse: Make sure campers take home notification forms and, if applicable, medical items
each day.
Hive: SEE SEPARATE CHECKLIST in Hive manual.
Hive: Be careful when lifting heavy items. Always use two people to carry dishwater.
Hive: Keep fingers out of the ice crusher. Use a wooden spoon to remove ice. Adults only
may operate ice crusher.

THURSDAY
◻
◻

Turn in Elf performance evaluations for director review.
Turn in Adult performance evaluations.
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◻

Turn in your Expense form and ALL RECEIPTS TODAY (if not done previously)!!

SPECIAL JOBS FOR FRIDAY
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Review your elves’ performance evaluation with them. Make a copy to give them. Copy
goes to the elf. Original goes to the Session Director.
Help clean camp. Directors will hand out specific checklists.
Return all camp equipment, in clean condition, to Hive. Return crafts supplies to Caterpillar.
Please take the time to put the items in the correct bins.
Pick up all trash. Check on the ground under picnic tables.
Hose out the trash can as needed and leave upside-down.
Take one last look around. Is this area how you would like to find it on set-up day?
Archery: Refer to the end of week Archery checklist.
Hive: Clean out refrigerator, wipe down all surfaces, sweep and mop floor.
Crafts: Clean Cocoon, removing any dripped wax from stove, paint drops and glue from
floor and tables.
Nurse: Send home medical devices or unused medications with campers today.
Nurse: Wash any sheets or blankets used. Return to camp during the next week.
Nurse: Sign out of the Health Log with your name, date and time.
Nurse: Advise Directors of any item needing replacement.
Nurse: Follow the checklist to close Nest for this session.
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CAMPER UNIT LEADERS:
ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
ARCHERY:
Prepare campers by having them pull their hair back, remove dangling items and bring a filled
water bottle. Allow enough time to get to the archery range to maximize your campers time at
the range. Archery rules are strictly enforced for safety. (see the HEALTH and SAFETY section)

ATTENDANCE:
Unit leaders receive one attendance sheet/unit leader plus a Director’s copy, each day during
the morning staff meeting. Take roll carefully on all attendance sheets, using blue or black ink.
Then send 2 campers with the Directors’ copy to the cubbies outside of the Nest within the first
hour of camp. This is especially important on the first day of your session. The other sheets are
kept with the unit at all times and turned in at week’s end. Remember to send one completed
attendance sheet with your unit to all core activities and swimming while they are at that
activity. If your attendance sheet contains information regarding health issues of campers, an
adult will need to deliver it to the directors.

BANNER:
Campers look for their unit’s color and banner when they arrive at camp. Creative staff
frequently go overboard in crafting a beautiful banner that relates to the session theme and unit
name. While it’s fun, remember this is something that is given away or cut up at the end of the
week. Some sessions have gone to buying burlap in bulk and distributing a yard to each unit to
be personalized by the campers with their names and unit colors. Minimum to do ahead of
time- fold over one side and stitch a pocket (2 -2.5”) that a pole can slide through. Sew/hem the
edges so they don’t ravel. PVC poles are available in the Caterpillar, there are enough for every
unit. Use scrap material as much as possible, the total cost of the banner should be less than $15.

BUDGETS:
Unit Leaders should plan on food as being their primary expense and craft items as a secondary
expense, using Caterpillar items, when possible, to offset this cost. Program budgets are a per
week amount, based on the number of campers and elves (not adults) in their unit.
Program staff can also minimize their costs by utilizing materials in the Caterpillar, when
possible, for their program supplies. It is necessary that all camp personnel stay within their
allotted budgets. Remember to save all receipts! No receipts: no reimbursements! See more
about budgets in the MONEY section.

CAMPER LETTER:
Unit leaders send each camper in their unit a welcome letter approximately three weeks before
the start of their session. See more detailed information in the pre-camp planning timeline and
to-do list. See an example at the end of this section. Most session directors provide a template,
and require review prior to your sending the letter.

CAMPER PLACEMENT:
Campers are placed in an age-level appropriate unit with, when possible, at least one other
camper that they know. Campers are not placed in a unit with their parent/guardian, troop
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leader, sibling or other relative.

CAMP ETIQUETTE:
When walking to and from your unit, please walk around, and not through, other units or
program areas in use so not to disturb their ongoing activities.

CHARCOAL:
Because of its cost, charcoal is allocated to all units by the Hive staff. You should have enough
for your week. Units with a more extensive cooking program may need to request additional
charcoal from the Hive. Charcoal is distributed on the first day of camp. Keep charcoal in a dry
place. Return any unused charcoal to the Hive on Friday.

COOKING:
The focus of DDC at Camp Twin Canyon is cooking. All units should plan that the bulk of their
in-unit schedules be dedicated to cooking related activities: fire building, preparation, and clean
up, including dishwashing. Plan menus around the core program schedule and keep in mind
the dietary restrictions of the campers in your unit.

CORE PROGRAMS:
All units, including boys and tags, will have core programs (swimming, nature, craft or other)
and camp kapers assigned by the directors. Activities will reflect the camp theme or a Girl Scout
skill. One unit adult must stay to help with the program, unless directed otherwise by program
staff. Locations for core activities vary. Directors will confirm site(s) prior to camp. Units need to
arrive on time to activities and complete camp kapers. So, plan your unit’s cooking, clean up,
and travel times appropriately.

CLEAN CAMP AWARDS:
Most session directors give “clean camp award” daily to each unit that has earned it (but most
are VERY thorough and picky!). Plan to have your campers spend time at the end of each day
making their unit “spotless.” Let the girls earn the award! Don’t do it for them. Encourage
everyone to be aware of litter anywhere in camp. We are all responsible for keeping Twin
Canyon the way Mother Nature intended.

DRINKS:
A thermos and ice will be supplied each day (see wagons). Fill your cooler with water in the
morning. Offer water to your campers many times each day(everyone takes a drink when
entering and leaving any activity unit). The #1 reason for visits to the Nest is dehydration. You
can get dehydrated even on a cool day due to dry air and campers forgetting to drink. Refill
your thermos as often as you need from the spigot (not the hose) in each unit. Keep your
thermos until the Assembly, then rinse it out at the Hive and place it in your wagon.
Most sessions also participate in the Milk Program (check with directors), providing milk to all
units each day (for drinking). Powdered chocolate mix or syrup is available upon request. Milk
(with or without the chocolate based on camper preference) should be served to each camper at
lunch, unless there is an allergy. In the case of a milk allergy, soy milk is also available upon
request.
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FILLER ACTIVITIES:
Plan age-appropriate games, nature activities, or crafts for times when your unit has some free
time. Ideally, the game or activity should reflect the session’s theme or a Girl Scout or outdoor
skill. With some advance notice, your elf is a resource to teach a game or song. Use Caterpillar
materials for crafts whenever possible. See the PROGRAM section for more information.
Plastic lacing and hooks for lanyards are provided. Check with session directors for the location
in camp.

HIVE ORDERS:
Cooking equipment, utensils, ice, spices and some craft-nature materials, can be obtained
through the Hive. Requisition forms must be filled out by unit or core leaders and turned in to
Hive staff for all equipment. (See COOKING section, last page). Unless noted otherwise, Hive
orders must be placed by the time set by your director’s/Hive staff However, the best practice is
to complete your entire week’s requisition forms and turn them in on set-up day. Items issued
by the Hive should be returned in the same or better condition. Wash all cooking utensils,
including pots and pans, before returning to the Hive. Report lost or damaged items to Hive
staff. If you forget something on your requisition form, you may send 2 campers to the Hive to
request those items from the Hive staff.

ICE:
Cubed ice is available for drinks, ice chests, and ice cream making. You will be given ice in your
unit’s ice chest each day. Use it for your drink cooler also. Units planning to make ice cream will
need to requisition the ice cream freezer, rock salt and extra ice. The ice cream freezer and rock
salt will be in your wagon. When ready for the ice, send 2 campers with the unit’s ice chest to
pick up your extra ice. Ice used to make ice cream should be disposed of in the small mop sink
located on the side of the Hive. NOTE: Only the adult Hive staff members are permitted to
remove ice from the ice machine bin.

KAPERS:
Camp Kapers: All units will be assigned one or more of the following camp kapers:
♦ Biffy: ADULTS ONLY. See Biffy in HEALTH AND SAFETY.
♦ Canyon Litter: Late in the day, on the way to your last program or the closing assembly,
send unit around walkways of assigned canyon to pick up litter. Do not walk through
other units.
♦ Flag Up or Flag Down. See PROGRAM section.
♦ Hive Trash: Late in the camp day, send at least four (4) campers and an adult or elf to
the Hive. Take all garbage bags (or cans) to the dumpster. Use the wagons if necessary.
Unit Kapers: A Kapers chart is used to divide campers into patrols or work groups and assign
jobs. It is a good idea to form the patrols before camp so you can mix up troop members and
foster making new friends. See example at the end of this section or Girl Scout handbook.

POPCORN:
Popcorn for snacks is available at the Hive (check with your directors). Please notify Hive staff
(use sign-up sheet) and allow ½ hour to prepare. This can be a great alternative to trail mix.
Many units take popcorn as a treat on a hike.

PHOTOGRAPHS:
Unit photos: Each camper will receive a unit picture that is taken during camp’s first two days.
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Directors schedule unit photos (usually on Monday when everyone is fresh and wearing their
unit colors, often right before swimming). Please arrive a few minutes early to have your unit
photo taken. Core staff photos are also taken.
Other photos: Campers must have a signed photo release on file in order to have photos taken
(other than unit photos). Photos used for camp promotions and Girl Scout public relations are
handled differently and the procedure varies for each session. Camp directors will review this
procedure.

ROSTERS:
Unit rosters are distributed at your session’s planning meeting. Rosters will include the names,
addresses, and phone numbers of the campers assigned to your unit so you can mail/email
camp letters to them or call parents. Campers who have special limitations, dietary restrictions,
or medical problems will be indicated on this sheet too. Should you have any questions
concerning a camper, please see the session directors or camp health care supervisor. You may
call the parent to clarify an food allergy concern. Please keep all information confidential.

SECRET BUDDIES/SISTER UNIT:
Your unit may be assigned another unit of similar size for secret buddies or as a sister unit. For
secret buddies, plan to make a small SWAP or candy treat or positive notes and deliver it
sometime when your buddies are away from their unit. (That’s what makes it a secret!) For
sister units, the unit leaders of each sister unit will decide on a time for the units to get together
and play games, make a simple craft or other activity. Secret buddies and sister units are
assigned by session directors (usually at the session meeting). For more information, see
PROGRAM section.

SNOW CONES:
Everyone receives one snow cone daily, two if the weather is hot. Save travel time by scheduling
your snow cones after dishwashing or before swimming. Hive staff will coordinate sign-ups.
Only adult Hive staff can use the ice shaver. Snow cones are dispensed by Hive elves.

SUPPLIES: CRAFT, NATURE, FILLER ACTIVITY:
Many items are available in the Caterpillar, in addition to what is supplied in the Unit Craft
Boxes. Other items or materials must be purchased with unit or program funds. Unit and
program leaders may ask campers (in unit letters) to supply a few small, inexpensive, preferably
recycled, item for their individual craft. Please keep in mind the diversity of our campers when
asking them to supply materials. What one camper’s family can easily supply may not be so
easy for another’s.(see the alphabetized list at the end of this manual)

SWIMMING:
Twin Canyon has a walk-in “splash pool” that is 3 to 4.5 feet deep. It is staffed by paid
lifeguards, over the age of 18, who are certified in Red Cross BLS (Basic Life Saving). The
lifeguards are responsible for providing a safe and fun swimming environment. Their duties
include: supervision of campers in the water or on the pool deck, daily cleaning of the pool and
pool deck, cleaning of the pool bathrooms, maintenance of safety equipment and testing of the
pool water. The lifeguards provide a safety talk and conduct a swim test on the first day
campers visit the pool. The pool gate is locked when the lifeguards are not in the enclosure.
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Unit Staff responsibilities:
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

Arrive at the scheduled time, so that campers may get their entire swim period. Units
that arrive earlier than 5 minutes before their time will be asked to wait outside the gate.
Supervise campers changing into/out of swimwear. Enter the changing room only as
necessary to assist a camper and enlist another adult so you are not isolated with a child.
Provide 1 adult (not an Elf) to stay in the pool area as a “watcher”. Unit Staff assist the
lifeguards by knowing the campers’ names and being an extra pair of eyes. Do not
engage the Lifeguards in unnecessary conversation. Unit Staff will take directions from
the Lifeguards while in the pool area.
Check the changing room for lost items BEFORE the unit leaves the pool area.
Provide activities for non-swimming campers, as necessary. Campers who choose not to
swim are to sit quietly on the bench.
Know the safety rules: Walk in the pool area. No food in the pool area. Diving is unsafe
in ANY area of the pool. Water wings and inner tubes are not allowed. Rough play or
holding anyone under the water is NOT allowed. Swim with a buddy.

Additional tips to make Swim time go smoothly:
♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
o

o
o

o

Units may use the yurts in their canyon or set up a tent next to their unit for changing.
This is particularly useful for the younger units and Tags who might need additional
time to change clothes. Campers should keep their shoes on while walking to and from
the pool.
Campers should apply sunscreen at home in the morning and again after swimming.
Sunscreen and insect repellent may NOT be applied in the pool area. Reminder: Adults
may not apply sunscreen to campers or elves.
Leave the unit banner outside the pool area. Units typically hang it on the fence.
Any personnel issues regarding the lifeguards should be directed to a Session Director.
Basic rescue techniques (To be used only if lifeguards are unavailable or there are
multiple victims)
Extend your reach without getting in the water yourself, using a pole, buoy or towel,
placing it in front of the camper so she can grab it. Gently assist camper to the side of the
pool.
Enter the water as a last resort. Do not attempt a water rescue that is beyond your
training!
Is the child in trouble as a result of diving or slipping and hitting their head? Do not
remove the child from the water unless you have the appropriate training or are directed
how to do so by someone with the appropriate training. Always use a backboard when
spinal injury is suspected.
Initiate CPR if appropriate, and, if you are trained in the technique.

UNIT CRAFT BOXES:
On Set Up day, each unit receives a supply box that contains glue, masking tape, cello tape,
adult and child scissors, crayons or markers, pens, pencils, and rubber bands (for hair, crafts,
etc). Refill items are available through the Hive. Keep this box at the unit until Friday.

UNIT GOVERNMENT:
All unit leaders will help units develop a method of self-government and unit decision-making.
This is in keeping with the three elements of leadership development: Discover, Connect and
Take Action. For girls to become leaders, they need to: understand their values as they use their
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skills to explore; to care about, inspire and team with others; and then act to make the world a
better place.
Give campers opportunities to make decisions. In a Brownie Ring, all participants sit in a circle,
to discuss issues. Girls vote to make a final decision. The Junior Patrol system is a
“representative” method of group government. Each patrol discusses the issues. The patrol
leader attends a conference and makes her group's preferences known. Either method works
well at camp. Some decisions campers can help with: what games to play, what menus to cook,
developing unit rules, what would be the theme of their Scout’s Own (see PROGRAM section).

UNIT IDENTIFIERS:
Banners, and name tags can be started before camp by unit leaders and can be completed by
campers as a filler activity. Minimize unit costs by utilizing the Caterpillar or recycled materials
whenever possible.

WAGONS:
Unit wagons will be available after the first assembly each day. Each unit gets two large
wagons. Send at least 4 campers for your unit’s wagons. Return your unit’s wagons and
contents by the deadline set by your directors/Hive personnel. Daily contents: ice chest, thermos
with ice, garbage bag, and whatever equipment unit leader has requisitioned. First day only:
your wagon will also have your unit’s charcoal allowance and unit craft box.
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PRE-CAMP PLANNING TIMELINE
FOR UNIT LEADERS
4 to 6 WEEKS BEFORE CAMP

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

◻
◻

Read your Staff Manual. Contact your directors with questions.
Meet with your partner(s) to review camp schedule and brainstorm ideas.
Decide which job(s) will be done by whom and when.
Include elves and get them to help with unit plans.
Convert camp schedule into unit schedule. Remember, it takes longer to do things at camp.
Allow plenty of time for travel, fire, cooking and clean up. Schedule time on Monday to
create unit rules and to play a get-acquainted game. Remember flag up or down and time to
practice (see camp schedule). Remember snow cones each day.
If your session is SWAPing on Friday, you’ll need time to make those.
Remember to allow time to make up and practice a skit. Elves are usually in charge.
Plan menus and filler activities, within budget guidelines.
If you need a filler activity, think of lanyards or cat’s cradle or a short hike.
Plan recipes based on time allowed for cooking. See what time blocks are available for meal
preparation. Which days allow for more elaborate cooking? Fires need to be started at least
30 minutes before needed, and must always be attended by an adult, not an elf. Include time
for cleaning up. If meal times are late, you may need to schedule a snack.
Determine ingredients needed and equipment/utensils needed (for Hive requisition sheets).
See sample meal planner, in the COOKING section.
Practice recipes, fire starting and filler activities now, to minimize glitches at camp.

2 to 4 WEEKS BEFORE CAMP

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Finalize cooking techniques and filler activities.
Make grocery shopping lists. Fill out Hive equipment requests.
Make fire starters if desired. Chimneys are available for starting your fires.
Visit the Caterpillar before purchasing materials and remember to keep receipts. Request
permission from session directors when visiting another session.
Send unit letters by email to campers approximately 3 weeks before camp starts. Session
Directors will specify an exact date. See sample below in Unit Examples.. The letter should
indicate the unit’s name, color, items that the camper needs to bring for unit activities, plus
items that program leaders have requested for Crafts or Nature activities. DO NOT ask
campers to bring too much from home! Remember: You must get approval from your
session director before mailing your unit welcome letters.

1 to 2 WEEKS BEFORE CAMP
◻
◻
◻
◻

Finalize menu and make purchases of non-perishable foods.
Keep your receipts. You’ll turn them in to your session directors when asked.
Make a Kaper chart and Do/Done bags. Divide unit into patrols.
Design and make nametags (another great project for your elves) for everyone in the unit,
including adults and elves. Try to indicate patrol groups on nametags. Make a few extra in
case of misspellings or unit roster changes. If you end up with extra ones, make one for each
director (for their collection to show future volunteers).
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◻
◻
◻

Make unit sign/banner using unit color.
Check with session directors regarding a Thank You gift for elves. All sessions provide a gift
to the elves. If you give a gift from the unit, something personal from the girls is great,
autographed with all girls’ names. Most sessions set a dollar limit.
Check with your session directors: regarding cooking on Monday. Some sessions encourage
cooking the first day, some suggest that campers bring a bag lunch. All sessions have a
camp wide meal produced/served by core staff on Friday.

SESSION SET-UP DAY
◻

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Bring unit decorations and equipment, including nametags, banner, table coverings (no
staples may be used to affix table coverings), Kaper chart and Do/Done bags. Clothesline,
clothespins, and a tarp to put backpacks on, are provided in your wagon on Set Up day.
Also bring unit materials to store in your unit: SWAPS materials, secret buddy/sister unit
stuff. DO NOT store any food in units (due to critters).
Review break and meeting schedules with your partner(s) and elves.
Sign-up for snow cones and invite core staff and elves to lunch (see sign-up sheets).
Turn in all Hive requisition forms, if possible. If not, turn in Monday’s requests, and then all
others as early in the week as possible.
Buy perishable food items tonight or as needed.
Camp staff survival ideas:
● Fill your gas tank on Sunday night.
● Remember your own camp gear (mess kit, coffee cup, bandana).
● Remember sunscreen, sun visor or hat, insect repellent.
● Wear comfortable shoes or hiking boots.
● Bring a misty mate or spray bottle if the weather is hot.
● Make dinners ahead of time or plan to order out.
● Avoid scheduling appointments
● Sort and bag supplies and non-perishable food by the day needed.

FIRST DAY AT CAMP:
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Wear your unit colors.
Have the unit banner at the assembly logs before campers begin to arrive.
One unit leader must be in the meadow to greet campers as they arrive.
Go over safety rules with the unit. Enlist the girls in setting the unit rules.
Play a get-acquainted game. Ask your elf for ideas, have been trained in games.
Consider a special closing ceremony for just your unit. A Brownie friendship circle is nice
with each girl expressing her favorite thing that happened at camp that day.

Daily At Camp
IN THE MORNING
◻
◻
◻
◻

Plan to arrive at least 30 minutes before camp starts each day. Staff with AM parking duty
should arrive earlier. Everyone stays until camper pick-up is done.
Back your car into your spot. Place your parking permit on the dashboard.
Your children stay with you until 8:45 am or when the staff meeting starts. Then they go to
the Assembly area because elves will be there to supervise them.
Keep your tags with you until opening assembly (unless you have parking duty).
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◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Please attend the opening assembly.
At least one adult from each unit attends the daily staff meeting.
All elves must attend the elf staff meeting.
Take attendance first thing each day. Update all copies, then turn the Directors’ copy into the
cubbies outside of the Nest by 9:30am. Always keep a copy with the unit.
Have four girls (or a patrol) pick up your wagons from the Hive each morning.
Set up your drink thermos with water promptly. Encourage hydration!

IN YOUR UNIT
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Hand out name tags.
Make sure that any items your campers bring from home are labeled!
Remind girls to use the buddy system always (even going to the Biffy).
At least one adult stays with the group at all times!
Start fires early (about 30 minutes before you need them).
One adult (NOT an elf) must stay with a lit fire at all times.
Deliver lunch invitations to your guests. Include the time lunch will be served.
Make snacks readily available. The outdoors makes for hearty appetites!
If you make ice cream, dispose of salt water and ice in the small mop sink on the left side of
the Hive. Do not put salty water on the ground anywhere in camp.
◻ Arrive as scheduled for all activities. Core areas need to keep on schedule throughout the
day. If you are late, your unit will have less time.
◻ One unit leader should plan to assist with the program. If you’re not needed, please take
your break and make sure to leave your attendance sheet with the core leader.
◻ One leader must stay at the pool during swimming. Rotate so everyone gets a little time off
during swim. Campers choosing not to swim can sit at tables by pool while the unit swims.
◻ Schedule breaks and then actually take them— elves too!!
◻ Remember, you must order equipment from Hive staff. You cannot just go in and get what
you need. However, if you find you have forgotten items, send 2 campers to the Hive to
obtain those items from the Hive staff.
◻ Turn in Hive request forms the day before you need your equipment.
◻ Return your wagon and all Hive equipment (clean and ready for the next use) by 2:00pm.
Keep your water thermos in the unit until closing assembly to encourage hydration.
◻ Build water breaks into your schedule, when everyone stops and gets a drink. At least one in
the morning and one in the afternoon.

AT END OF DAY

◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

◻

Be on time for the closing assembly.
Collect name tags at the end of each camp day. If sent home, they will be lost or forgotten.
Take trash, compost and recycling to the respective dumpsters (a patrol job, add it to your
Kaper chart). Turn trash cans over when empty.
Coil hose and return it in your wagon. Squirrels chew hoses left out overnight.
Have campers check for litter on the ground. Close your unit cupboard. Secure items that
might get blown about by night wind.
Put any food in your car and take home. Do not leave food in the cupboard.

THURSDAY

◻ Turn in Elf performance evaluations for director review.
◻ Turn in Adult performance evaluations.
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◻
◻

Turn in your Expense form and ALL RECEIPTS TODAY (if not done previously)!!
Clean the fire pit if your unit won’t be cooking on Friday.
● Make sure coals and ashes are COLD before disposal.
● Remove any half-used coals from the fire pit and fire buckets.
● Remove as many ashes as possible from the fire pit (shovel or sweep out).
● Put cold coals and ashes in a plastic garbage bag and take to the dumpster.
● Empty water from fire buckets. Clean out and place upside down.

FRIDAY:
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Review your elves’ performance evaluation with them. Make a copy to give them. Copy
goes to the elf. Original goes to the Session Director.
Please send campers to retrieve their medications or medical devices from the nurse before
leaving today.
Complete your Friday checklist and turn in to your Director.
Return all camp equipment (except broom, rake, shovel, buckets) to Hive.
Return crafts supplies to Caterpillar. Please take the time to put the items in the correct bins.
If there is no bin for your leftover items, DO NOT leave in Caterpillar.
Take down decorations , tablecloths and all personal items. Clothesline may be left and tarp
left stored in the unit cupboard. (Session 8 takes everything down.)
Empty and sweep out the cupboard.
Pick up all the trash. Check under picnic tables. Empty trash into the dumpster.
Hose out the trash can and leave upside-down.
Take one last look around. Is your site better than you found it? Is this how you would like
to find your site on set-up day?
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UNIT EXAMPLES
CAMP SCHEDULE:
Schedules vary widely and depend upon the session’s size and theme activities. Your unit’s
week will be based around your session schedule. You’ll receive a schedule from your directors
at your session’s planning meeting. It’s a good idea to highlight your unit’s week, noting your
unit’s daily assignments and camp kapers. Also note any special programs that your session
director may have scheduled for your unit or the camp.
Below are samples of a session schedule and a unit’s
daily schedule. In this example, Beetle’s Tuesday unit
schedule was made based on the session schedule. As
you can see, food prep, cooking and dishwashing take
up most of the day.

SAMPLE CAMP SCHEDULE:
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UNIT SCHEDULE:
It’s time to plan your unit’s menu, cooking methods, filler activities and travel times after noting
the program items and times on your unit schedule. Use the blank unit schedule at the end of
this Chapter. You might want to make several copies before you start planning.

KAPER CHARTS:
Kaper chart designs vary widely but they all should indicate what a unit needs done, when and
who will do it. Patrol groups can be designated before camp starts, by nametags or sign up
sheets or any method that divides jobs up equally. For younger girls it’s a good idea to use
pictures for job descriptions and patrol groupings. It helps if you assign an adult or elf to work
with each patrol group.

SAMPLE KAPER CHART:
MON

TUES

WEDS

THURS

FRI

FIRE and CLEAN UP

Group 1

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

HOSTESS and CLEAN UP

Group 2

Group 1

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

COOK1 and WAGONS

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

Group 4

Group 3

COOK2 and BANNER

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

Group 4

KAPERS:

PATROLS:

Fire: Check fire safety equipment. Start fire
and tend fire while lit. Put out fire.
Hostess: Make and deliver invitations.
Make centerpiece for table. Escort guests to
unit. Choose and lead grace.
Cooks (1 and 2): Prepare and cook food.
Serve food: guests first, leaders and elves
next, then hostess, fire and cooks.
Clean up: Wash down cooks’ table. Wash
and dry all cooking dishes.
Banner: Carry banner around camp.
Wagons: Get wagons from Hive to unit in
morning. Line trash can with new plastic
bag first thing in morning. Empty trash to
dumpster at end of day. Return wagons to
Hive.

Group 1:
Kristin, Allie J., Rachel, Jennifer, Lauren B.
Group 2:
Katy, Allison B., Kalynda, Becca, Sami
Group 3:
Melanie, Sarah, Kayla, Lauren G.
Group 4:
Leah, Lizzie, Casey, Elise
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SAMPLE UNIT WELCOME LETTER
WALK IN MY MOCCASINS
Diablo Day Camp
Session 2
June 22-26, 2008
9:00am to 3:45pm
Welcome to Diablo Day Camp!
We are excited to have you in Cricket Unit. We are really looking forward to meeting you.
When you arrive at camp the first day, go to the assembly area in the meadow and look for our unit
banner. It will be yellow. Our color for the week is maize (yellow gold). Try to wear as much yellow as
possible on Monday and all week long.
To help make your week at camp the best it can be, remember to wear sturdy shoes and socks (no
sandals allowed) and a comfortable shirt. Bring a sweatshirt and/or jacket and a hat.
Some important things to remember:
SUNSCREEN! Please apply sunscreen in the morning before you leave your home.
INSECT REPELLENT! There are ticks, mosquitoes and yellow jackets. Repellent helps keep them away.
Please apply repellent before you leave home each morning. Camp staff members are not allowed to
apply sunscreen or repellent to campers during the day. You may apply these to yourself, but products
must be non- aerosol.
We will probably hike when we go to Nature activities. All campers MUST wear long pants to participate.
If it’s really hot, you may wear shorts, however, we suggest that you pack long pants in your backpack so
you’ll have them when you need them.
In the event of a natural disaster or other emergency, we recommend that each camper pack a “comfort
kit” in a 1 gal. zip-type baggie labeled with your name and unit: pack 4-5 non-perishable snacks like
granola bars or fruit roll-ups, include a family photo with your name, home phone number, your parent’s
name and work phone number on the back. We also suggest an out-of-state contact number (name and
relationship to camper). Also include a 3-day supply of any necessary medicines not already sent to camp
(those taken outside of camp hours). These items will be returned to you the last day of camp. We are
also asking that each camper bring one canned food item (meat, soups, fruits and/or vegetables). If we
need to stay at camp past dinnertime, we can make “stone soup” from all the contributions. These food
items will be donated to a local food bank after each session.
Other items for the backpack:
Unbreakable plate, cup (with handle), fork, spoon and table knife, Dunk Bag for dishwashing
(Parents: for health and safety reasons, please re-wash dishes at home each night)
Swimsuit and towel each day. Do not wear swimsuit under clothes. Bandana for drying wet hands,
Squirt/mist bottle for hot days
PLEASE MARK EACH ITEM WITH YOUR NAME
Also, we are asking that you bring the following items as indicated:
● Monday: ingredient for trail mix (2 cups breakfast cereal, pretzels, goldfish crackers, etc., ½ cup
dried fruit like raisins, cut-up dried apricots, craisins. No candy please! We’ll provide the extra
goodies like M&Ms.
● Tuesday: piece of fruit for Friendship Fruit Salad
● Wednesday: bandana for craft project (yellow if possible)
● Thursday: 2-3 cookies to share
Call or email if you have any questions. We are looking forward to meeting you!
Earth (925)123-1234
Earth@email.net

Wind (925)123-1234
Wind@email.net

Fire (925)123-1234
Fire@email.net
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MONEY MATTERS
NOTICE!! NOTICE!! READ CAREFULLY
It is very important to stay within your allotted budget!!
You will NOT be reimbursed if you go over your allotted budget.
Unit crafts should be made from Caterpillar supplies.
We want each and every girl to have an equal experience at camp.
There is an equal amount of money distributed for each girl. Not all unit leaders can (nor
should they have to) afford to spend personal money on camp activities.
By being economical and staying within the allotted budget, we are teaching our girls a
valuable lesson that will follow them through life. PLEASE, be a good role model!

UNIT BUDGET GUIDELINES
All camper units and the boys unit will receive approximately $20.00 per child (varies per
session). Generally, you do not receive any money for adults or guests, but this also varies per
session. The tags units will receive $5.00 to $10.00 per tag, depending on whether they are
expected to cook each day (varies per session). If tags are not expected to cook meals, they are
encouraged to make an easy dessert each day or every other day. Some directors ask unit
leaders to cook every day. Others encourage a bag lunch on Monday so as not to overwhelm
new leaders and campers. Most directors offer a camp-wide meal on Friday (lunch or dinner).
The exact amount unit leaders receive for campers is determined by each session’s directors.
Most of your unit funds (at least 75%) should be spent on food.
Sample unit budget for 16 girls $20.00 per camper, cooking 3 days:
Banner and name tags (approx. $15.00 total MAX.)
$1.00 per girl
Monday, bag lunch, special dessert
$2.00 per girl
Tuesday, cook lunch
$5.00 per girl
Wednesday, cook lunch
$5.00 per girl
Thursday, cook lunch
$5.00 per girl
Unit crafts / SWAPS
$2.00 per girl
16 girls x $20 each = $320.00 total

$ 16.00
$ 32.00
$ 80.00
$ 80.00
$ 80.00
$ 32.00
$320.00

FINANCIAL RECORDS
Your directors will inform you of your unit’s budget (total money allotted to your unit) at
Module III or your Session Only (Mod IV) meeting. They will give each unit a Budget and
Reimbursement Envelope at either your Session-Only meeting or your Session Set-Up meeting.
It is important to keep ALL receipts as you will not be reimbursed without a receipt.
Communicate with your co-leader(s) about purchases so that you stay within your budget. If
you exceed your unit budget, we cannot guarantee reimbursement. It is recommended that you
keep your receipts in an envelope marked “day camp” until you can turn them in. Record each
purchase on the Budget and Reimbursement Envelope (see sample on next page). Tape your
receipt on an 8x11 piece of white paper and number your receipts to correspond with the
Budget and Reimbursement Envelope. Keep your receipts in neat order. Return receipts and
Budget and Reimbursement Envelope to your session director on Wednesday. Some sessions
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allow volunteers to turn receipts in on Thursday. Below is a more detailed description of
financial records and procedures:

General:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Staff reimbursements require a receipt. All expenses are reimbursed after receipts are
checked. DDC no longer distributes cash to units at the beginning of the week.
Items purchased at a yard sale must have the seller’s signature on a written receipt.
Items contributed from your garage are called ‘donations,’ although this is discouraged.
We cannot guarantee reimbursement if you exceed your budget.
Volunteers are not to be subsidizing their Unit; please submit all receipts.
The Unit budgets exist to ensure that each girl over the course of the session and the
summer receives approximately the same monetary value for her camp experience.
Equipment and craft supplies purchased by a Unit should be minimal. Unit Leaders
should make every effort to use what is in the Caterpillar.
Be sure to check the Hive for spices, matches, charcoal, foil, etc. before you buy these
items.
All Unit receipts will be verified on the Budget and Reimbursement Envelope.

Completing your Budget and Reimbursement Envelope:
♦
♦

♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

Do not round amounts to whole dollars; all amounts should be listed in dollars and
cents.
If a receipt includes items purchased for personal use, circle the items that are to be
reimbursed for DDC use and adjust the sales tax, as appropriate. (Note: do not highlight
with felt tip pen, circle only; highlighters distort/erase ink on receipts.)
Receipts that include a mix of Food, Crafts and Other need to be broken out on the Unit
Budget Worksheet. Be sure to adjust tax for taxable items. Be sure to note the sales tax
percent with your calculation.
Tape each receipt to a separate 8-1/2"x11" piece of paper and place the number that
corresponds to the entry on the Budget and Reimbursement Envelope in the upper
corner.
Amounts listed in ‘Other’ should be explained in the ‘Description’ column.
Total all rows and columns before submitting.
If your Unit is over, explain overage on the envelope.
Include all receipts when submitting your worksheet.

IMPORTANT:
All Budget and Reimbursement Envelopes will be reviewed for completeness and accuracy
prior to camp ending on Friday and any adjustments, if found, shared with appropriate staff
members and action taken, if necessary. Envelope review includes matching receipts received
against those reported (including calculation of tax on ‘mixed’ receipts), totals in rows and
columns, explanation for items appearing in the ‘Other’ column, amount over/under, and
explanation of any amount spent over money received.
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SAMPLE Budget and Reimbursement Envelope
THE TOTALS OF COLUMNS A, B & C TOGETHER SHOULD BE THE SAME AS TOTAL$
AMT. SPENT
STAFF: Please do not check mark the columns. Enter the exact amount spent for that column
from your receipt. Then enter the TOTAL amount of your receipt in the Total column. Tape
receipts to only one side of a 8-1/2"x11" piece of paper and place in envelope. Number your
receipts on upper right-hand corner of paper to match the row number of the envelope.
PLEASE CHECK THAT ALL INFORMATION/ MATH IS COMPLETE AND CORRECT.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
GENERAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
INFORMATION
Campers must always be under adult supervision. Campers may leave their unit or group only
with permission from a unit adult member and noting the following:
♦ Campers (and adults) are to walk while in camp. No running (except in meadow when
playing games).
♦ Campers should stay off of hillsides and out of trees. Please leave nature, wildlife and
insects where you find them.
♦ Notify directors if you see a snake and any sick or injured animal.
♦ Campers are to use the buddy system whenever they leave the unit or group.
♦ Under no circumstances do our campers leave camp early without a signed release form.

AT UNITS:
Please leave your campsite clean. Non-perishable foods and unit equipment should be stored in
the unit lockers. Perishable foods should be stored in the ice chest provided. Hive equipment
should be returned before day’s end, preferably before 2:00pm. Unit garbage, food waste, and
recyclables should be taken to the dumpsters at the end of each camp day. Always have an
adult or elf go with the campers assigned to this kaper.

ARCHERY:
If your session is offering archery this year, please read the following information carefully.
In order to get your campers onto the shooting line as quickly as possible, the following
preparations should be made before your unit arrives for archery instruction.
♦ Make sure all long hair is securely tied back.
♦ Remove all jewelry, nametags, and anything in chest pockets.
♦ Remove loose clothing or fasten it securely to the body.
♦ Make sure your campers understand the following:
o WALK AT ALL TIMES while on the archery range (also a camp rule).
o Listen to and follow instructions and whistle commands.
o Point arrows only at the ground or at the target.
o Dropped arrows are dead. DO NOT PICK THEM UP.
o Rest the bow, tip end, on the toe of the shoe. Do not touch it to the ground.
o Never dry-fire a bow. Do not draw back and release the bowstring without an arrow
nocked on the string.
♦ Campers choose to shoot when they listen to and follow all directions.
♦ Campers choose NOT TO SHOOT when they DO NOT LISTEN TO or FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS.
Archery instructors will review the following range commands consisting of a combination of
whistle and verbal commands with your unit:
♦ Two whistle blasts = archers to the shooting line
♦ One whistle blast = archers may begin shooting
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♦
♦

Three whistle blasts = archers retrieve shot arrows
Four (or more) whistle blasts = EMERGENCY! STOP SHOOTING IMMEDIATELY AND
LOWER YOUR BOW!!
Archery instructors please remember that the archery cabinet in the caterpillar MUST BE KEPT
LOCKED AT ALL TIMES (even when empty).

BIFFIES (Latrines - Toilets):
Biffy (Bathroom In Forest For You) facilities are located in each canyon and at the pool area.
ADA biffies are near the Caterpillar. Canyon Biffies are cleaned by our adult staff.
It is important that you help each camper remember to:
♦ Lock doors when in use and put lids down after use.
♦ Wash their hands after using the Biffies.
♦ Only human waste and toilet paper in toilets. No feminine hygiene products please!

BIFFY CLEANING:
Each unit’s adults have been assigned a day to clean the Biffies. Check your schedule or the
bulletin board. If it’s your unit’s turn, late in the day, go to the health care supervisor for
cleaning supplies and a review of cleaning instructions. Because of camper health and safety
concerns only adults can clean the Biffies (no campers or elves can clean).

CRISIS RESPONSE TEAM:
A crisis is an incident of a serious nature causing disruption, or potentially causing disruption,
to the operation of camp. Crises include, but are not limited to: fatality, serious injury, car
accident,, aggressive intruder, allegation of child abuse, lost camper, fire or earthquake. Crises
usually begin abruptly, but may have physical and psychological effects for a long time.
While the timing of a crisis can’t be predicted, all types can be anticipated and planned for. This
allows for a decrease in possible injury and emotional stress, and an increase in the speed and
appropriateness of the response. It is the practice of Girl Scouts of Northern California that
camp will continue with as little disruption as possible, unless the health and safety of campers
and staff are threatened.
The session directors activate the crisis team and then continue to oversee the normal operation
of camp. Team members are notified by Walkie-Talkie or runner and report quietly to the
director’s hut. Crisis team members are selected by their personality and ability to perform
calmly under stress, not necessarily by their experience or position in camp. Team assignments
are made prior to camp. The team meets and goes over responsibilities for each position. Team
members should list their tasks on a file card and keep handy in the event the crisis team is
activated. Crisis team consists of: crisis coordinator, telephone monitor, security, camp liaison,
recorder, relief, companion to victim (if applicable), and substitutes. Your session director will
provide specific descriptions of each position during Module IV training.
All crisis information goes through the crisis team. The independent use of cell phones is not
permitted during a crisis.
All team members report to the director’s hut.
♦ Crisis Team Coordinator: Coordinates team function and decisions. Acts as or designates
liaison to Council and outside agencies as needed.
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♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Telephone Monitor: Secures phone, answers all calls and keeps log of all crisis related calls.
Security: Locks gates, granting access only to authorized individuals.
Companion: Stays with injured child, giving reassurance, accompanies to hospital until
parents arrive
Relief: Provides food, drink, Biffy breaks to crisis team members as needed. Monitors
situation but does not make decisions without direction.
Substitute: Report to find out if needed. Fill in for team members who are not in camp
when team is activated
Recorder: Assembles paperwork related to crisis, witness statements, phone log, incident
reports, takes pictures
Camp Director: Technically not a part of the crisis team. Needs to be updated with
information as crisis unfolds. Is responsible for continuing the regular operation of camp
as safety permits, provides emotional support for staff and campers

CLOTHING:
Proper attire is a good safety measure. Everyone at camp is encouraged to:
♦ When wearing shorts, bring long pants in a daypack for hiking.
♦ Wear long or short-sleeved shirts. No halter tops. Tank tops must have straps two fingers
wide. No spaghetti straps.
♦ Bring a hat or cap for sun protection.
♦ Bring a jacket or sweatshirt for cool mornings or afternoons.
♦ Wear sturdy shoes. Do not wear open-toed footwear or sandals at camp. Bare feet are
prohibited throughout camp, except for the immediate vicinity of the pool.

DISHWASHING
Proper dishwashing is important for health reasons. Units need to wash all cooking equipment
before returning it to the Hive. At least one unit leader must accompany the unit to the
dishwashing station. Washing dishes is an important camp skill. Most campers will use what
they learn today on future Girl Scout trips. All campers should learn to do the process correctly.
Do not send your campers home with dirty mess kits. Although campers do their best, for
health reasons, parents should be encouraged to re-wash dishes at home each night. See more
detailed information about dishwashing in the camp cooking section.

HANDWASHING:
Remind campers to wash their hands frequently: before a meal or snack and after using the
Biffy, or after a hike or nature hunt. The use of bar soap in a nylon stocking has been
discontinued. Liquid antibacterial soap is now provided at each Biffy. Due to COVID use of
bandanas for hand drying is discouraged. Ask campers to use paper towels.

HIKING:
All hikers need to wear long pants and sturdy shoes. Instruct hikers to keep within the sight of
the hiker in front and back of them at all times. Have one adult lead and the other in the rear of
hiking groups. An adult must be with the unit. Elves cannot lead hikes. Also note the following:
Check out a first-aid kit and a walkie-talkie from the health care supervisor and leave the
following information with the health care supervisor and on the message board at the
director’s hut: unit’s name, departure and estimated return times, location of the hike, and the
number of campers, elves and adults going. Erase this information when you return.
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Be aware of your surroundings! Watch out for:
♦ POISON OAK. It’s red or green and has shiny leaves in groups of three.
♦ RATTLESNAKES. If you see a snake of any kind, give it a wide berth, return to camp
and report its location to the director(s).

HOT DAYS:
Take it easy on hot days and remind campers to keep their fluid intake up. Sign up for a second
snow cone and use those mist bottles from home. Set-up unit rules regarding mist bottle use in
units, at program sites and throughout camp! Avoid playing games in full sun and remember to
rest in the shade.

FIRE DRILLS:
A fire drill will be held sometime during the first day of camp.

FIRE SIGNAL:
Three (3) blasts from an air or automobile horn for both canyons.

PROCEDURE FOR EVACUATION:
Gather your unit together and quietly walk, double-file to the assembly area. Line up in the
meadow at the service road, facing the flag pole. Take roll, using the attendance sheet that is
kept with the unit at all times. Notify directors and or fire officials of any missing campers or
adults. DO NOT BACK TRACK! Under no circumstances do you return to your unit or
program site. Core staff will follow the above procedure with the unit in their charge. Meet unit
leaders in the assembly area. Remember the three most important things to take with you: your
campers, your unit roster (attendance sheet) and your car keys.
Wait for further instructions from the camp director or fire officials before returning to the unit
or program area. Follow directions, as issued, by fire officials and camp director when
evacuation of camp is necessary.

SWIMMING:
Twin Canyon has a walk-in “splash pool” that is 3 to 4.5 feet deep. It is staffed by paid
lifeguards, over the age of 18, who are certified in Red Cross BLS (Basic Life Saving). The
lifeguards are responsible for providing a safe and fun swimming environment. Their duties
include: supervision of campers in the water or on the pool deck, daily cleaning of the pool and
pool deck, cleaning of the pool bathrooms, maintenance of safety equipment and testing of the
pool water. The lifeguards provide a safety talk and conduct a swim test on the first day
campers visit the pool. The pool gate is locked when the lifeguards are not in the enclosure.

Unit Staff responsibilities:
♦
♦
♦

Arrive at the scheduled time, so that campers may get their entire swim period. Units
that arrive earlier than 5 minutes before their time will be asked to wait outside the gate.
Supervise campers changing into/out of swimwear. Enter the changing room only as
necessary to assist a camper and enlist another adult so you are not isolated with a child.
Provide 1 adult (not an Elf) to stay in the pool area as a “watcher”. Unit Staff assist the
lifeguards by knowing the campers’ names and being an extra pair of eyes. Do not
engage the Lifeguards in unnecessary conversation. Unit Staff will take directions from
the Lifeguards while in the pool area.
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♦
♦
♦

Check the changing room for lost items BEFORE the unit leaves the pool area.
Provide activities for non-swimming campers, as necessary. Campers who choose not to
swim are to sit quietly on the bench.
Know the safety rules: Walk in the pool area. No food in the pool area. Diving is unsafe
in ANY area of the pool. Water wings and inner tubes are not allowed. Rough play or
holding anyone under the water is NOT allowed. Swim with a buddy.

Additional tips to make Swim time go smoothly:
♦

♦

♦
♦
♦
o

o
o

o

Units may use the yurts in their canyon or set up a tent next to their unit for changing.
This is particularly useful for the younger units and Tags who might need additional
time to change clothes. Campers should keep their shoes on while walking to and from
the pool.
Campers should apply sunscreen at home in the morning and again after swimming.
Sunscreen and insect repellent may NOT be applied in the pool area. Reminder: Adults
may not apply sunscreen to campers or elves.
Leave the unit banner outside the pool area. Units typically hang it on the fence.
Any personnel issues regarding the lifeguards should be directed to a Session Director.
Basic rescue techniques (To be used only if lifeguards are unavailable or there are
multiple victims)
Extend your reach without getting in the water yourself, using a pole, buoy or towel,
placing it in front of the camper so she can grab it. Gently assist camper to the side of the
pool.
Enter the water as a last resort. Do not attempt a water rescue that is beyond your
training!
Is the child in trouble as a result of diving or slipping and hitting their head? Do not
remove the child from the water unless you have the appropriate training or are directed
how to do so by someone with the appropriate training. Always use a backboard when
spinal injury is suspected.
Initiate CPR if appropriate, and, if you are trained in the technique.
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FIRST AID
ACCIDENTS:
Report all accidents and near misses to the camp health care supervisor or directors.

Minor:
♦

If a camper’s illness or injuries require a visit to the first aid station. Send her/him with
two (2) escorts. Escorts will return to the unit with or without sick or injured camper.

Major:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

DO NOT MOVE an injured camper unless further injury will occur if camper is not
moved.
Send someone to notify both the health care supervisor and camp directors.
When possible, escort remaining campers from the immediate area for their safety
and/or emotional well-being.
The camp health care supervisor will inform camp directors of appropriate actions
necessary to insure both the safety and well-being of the sick or injured camper.
Site director will notify Council Staff Liaison and, if necessary, work with directors to
activate the camp’s crisis team. In case of a major injury, do not call parent/guardian
directly. Follow directions as given by Council Staff Liaison.

HEALTH FORMS:
Health forms are collected for each camper (including boys, tags and elves) and adult staff by
the session director or elf trainer. Information is confidential and must be current (less than six
months old) and, if necessary, updated for elves attending later sessions. These forms are stored
in the first aid station during camp and submitted to Council after the close of camp.

MEDICINES:
All medications (except inhalers, epi-kits and insulin) will be kept at the first aid station. Camp
health care supervisor and unit leaders must know about all medications on site. Medication
schedules and special needs will be reviewed with unit personnel as needed. It is recommended
that each camper bring a 3-day supply of any medications (even those not taken during camp
hours) in case of natural disaster or other emergency that might prevent camper from being at
home when medicines are normally taken.

ALLERGIES:
Campers with bee sting or other major allergies and asthma need to check in individually with
the camp health care supervisor on the first day of camp. Medicating procedures will be
reviewed with the unit leaders. Campers may carry inhalers and epi-kits on their person in a
fanny pack. All other medications will be kept by the camp health care supervisor. If it ever
becomes necessary for a camper to use the medication it should be reported immediately to a
staff member and the camp health care supervisor, who must record use in the health log.

DIABETES:
Diabetics may carry any necessary food with them during camp. Campers may carry insulin on
their person in a fanny pack. All other medications will be kept by the camp health care
supervisor. Any weakness, shakiness or lightheadedness should be reported to the camp health
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care supervisor immediately. All glucose monitoring and insulin injections must be done in the
presence of the camp health care supervisor.

WRITTEN REPORTS:
An accident/incident report is to be completed for all accidents or near misses. Data will be
collected and retained (by Council); additional information will provide insight as to how we
can improve our site or services, thus improving our overall program. Additionally, each
camper will have their visit to the first aid station recorded in the camp’s health log and, in
some instances, on a parent information form that goes home with the camper that day.

FIRE SAFETY:
Dry summer conditions require stringent fire safety rules that are strictly enforced for the safety
and well-being of all. Please observe the following guidelines at all times:
♦ Use charcoal with chimneys or paraffin fire starters or butane or propane fueled
equipment.
♦ Units are not permitted to have wood fires. The session’s campfire is the only wood fire
allowed in camp, if conditions permit. Session directors will select time and location.
♦ Do not use liquid fire starters, quick-light charcoal, and other petroleum-based fuels.
♦ Check your unit or program area for the following fire safety equipment. If items are
missing, see Hive staff or directors: 1 bucket, 1 broom or rake, 1 water hose, 1 shovel or
spade, 1 fire extinguisher and rubber bands (for securing long hair and loose sleeves).
♦ An adult must be present at all times when a fire is in use.
♦ Do not allow campers or staff with loose clothing near fires, cooking structures or
equipment. Long hair must be tied back with a bandana or rubber band.
♦ Check your extinguished fire for hot embers before leaving the unit.
♦ Do not put ashes in trash bin unless you and your partner guarantee they are fully
extinguished.
♦ If a fire becomes potentially out of control, send two elves and/or campers to notify
camp directors. Evacuate your unit, for their protection and/or emotional well-being.
Smoking is not permitted on site. If you choose to smoke, you must do so outside the exit gate
on the asphalt road. PLEASE DISPOSE OF YOUR CIGARETTE BUTTS PROPERLY

PARKING LOT:
Adults assigned morning parking lot duty should arrive at least 30 minutes before camp starts.
Adults assigned afternoon duty should get to their positions at least 15 minutes before the end
of camp.

In the morning:
♦
♦
♦

♦

Get stop sign and orange safety vests (one per adult) out of hive.
Each adult wears a safety vest. If necessary, place cones to indicate turning radius.
Position one adult with stop sign at entry. This person regulates the number of vehicles
allowed into the camper drop off area. Also stop vehicles to accommodate foot traffic.
Position another adult at the logs to help unload campers. This person will help campers
get out of vehicles and will direct campers to the assembly area (especially important the
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♦
♦
♦

first day!).
If possible, one adult should be positioned at the exit gate to prevent cars from entering
there.
Do not let drivers leave their vehicles to help campers unload. If a driver needs to walk
their camper in, they must park outside the gate and walk in with their camper.
The parking inside the gate is for volunteer staff only. Each car parking should have a
parking permit! Volunteer cars should be parked properly (backed in and tight to
surrounding cars).

In the afternoon:
See camper release procedures on next page.
♦ Get stop sign and orange safety vests (one per adult) out of hive.
♦ Get camper release binder, blank coupons, highlighter and pen from Hive.
♦ If hot, get a wet towel from Hive for around your neck.
♦ Each adult wears a safety vest. If necessary, place cones to indicate turning radius.
♦ Position one adult with stop sign at entry. This person regulates the number of vehicles
allowed into the camper pick-up area. Also stop vehicles to accommodate foot traffic.
♦ Position one or two adults to collect pick-up coupons, call out camper names and load
campers into vehicles.
♦ One adult should take the book with the camper release forms and walk down the line
of cars, checking identification and placing camper pick-up coupons under the
passenger side windshield wiper blade.
♦ Do not let drivers leave their vehicles or wait for campers at the logs. Direct them to
circle around until campers are ready to load vehicle.
♦ Drivers usually start lining up just outside the camp gate at least 30 minutes before the
end of camp. If parking lot volunteers can start checking drivers’ ID and marking
coupons before the end of camp (see procedures below), it helps speed thing up when
the line starts moving.
♦ Once closing assembly and flag down are done, this volunteer should move up to the
entrance gate. If you have a fourth adult, one can keep moving down the line of cars,
while one controls traffic at the gate.
NOTE: Actual procedures may vary to accommodate camp size. Verify procedure with session
director.
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CAMPER RELEASE PROCEDURES
CARPOOL PICK-UP:
We utilize a coupon system for end-of-day pick-up to help alleviate driver wait time in the
carpool line. Parents will be sent a set of coupons for each child 2-3 weeks before camp with the
unit welcome letter.

Procedure for releasing campers:
♦

♦

♦

o
o
o
o

o
♦
♦
♦

You do NOT need to check and verify that the person listed on the pick up coupon is
also listed on the camper release form. Use the release forms as back up for any driver
who does not have a coupon.
Ideally, each driver has a pick up coupon for each and every camper they are picking up.
If so, ask to see their driver’s license (they should have one with them if they are driving
a motor vehicle).
Once you have verified that the person listed by the parent on the pick-up coupon is
indeed the person driving, you should place the coupon under the passenger side
windshield wiper of the car.
If the driver is NOT the person listed by the parent, check to see if the person driving is
on the camper release form. If they are, correct the coupon, and then highlight, etc.
If the driver is NOT the person listed on the coupon, and is NOT listed on the camper
release, that driver must park and see a camp director.
If the driver does NOT have a pick-up coupon for a camper, you need to see if that
person is on the camper release form.
If the driver is on the camper release form, you should make a coupon for them using
the blanks you have with you. Then verify ID, highlight the coupon and place under the
windshield wiper.
If the driver does NOT have a coupon, and is NOT listed on the camper release form,
that driver must park and see a camp director.
When the car reaches the loading area, the parking volunteer there will remove the
coupon from the windshield wiper and load those campers into that car.
Only allow campers who have a pick up coupon to enter the car! Make sure campers
enter the correct car.
Save the pick up coupons. That is our record of who picked up each camper each day.
The session director must collect them.

EARLY RELEASE:
Campers are not permitted to leave Twin Canyon without a pick-up coupon. In the event that a
child is picked up early, the driver will present the pick-up coupon to the health care supervisor
on duty at the first aid station. After the health care supervisor follows the release procedure
above, the camper will be brought to the driver at the first aid station. The camp health care
supervisor will note date and time of early release. The unit leader should also note time of
early departures on the unit attendance sheet/roster.
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ANIMALS, INSECTS AND PLANTS
Prevention is the best defense against infestation and unwelcome encounters with any animal or
insect. Keep work areas clean and all food wrapped and stored in an ice chest or storage locker.
Keep water use to a minimum. Avoid dishwashing at unit. Contain meat grease; use empty can
and carefully place in trash can (wrapping can in newspaper helps prevent spillage). Dump unit
trash daily. Do not touch any animal. Wild animals are likely to bite and some may be ill or
have been in poison oak. Keep a watchful eye out for the rattlesnakes, scorpions, bees, wasps,
tarantulas and black widow spiders that inhabit this area. BE ALERT! Report any snake sighting
to directors immediately and keep a safe distance away.
Also report sick, injured or dead rodents or animals and bee hive or wasp nests to session
directors.

LYME DISEASE:
At camp, we do not have alligators, tigers, giraffes, or camels, but we do have a breed of tick
called the Western Black-Legged Tick (a relative to the deer tick found on the East coast). This
tick is smaller than the common tick and, when infected, is the carrier of Lyme Disease that can
be transmitted to humans. Lyme Disease has been reported in almost all states and has been
found in the Bay Area.
The Western Black-Legged Tick is very small, sometimes only as big as a moving freckle. Not all
of these ticks are infected with Lyme Disease. The only way Lyme Disease is transmitted is by
an infected tick bite. Every precaution is taken at camp by the camp staff regarding the health
and safety of campers. We also encourage parents to check their children for ticks every day
when they come home from camp.

Early symptoms of Lyme Disease may include:
♦

♦

A reddish rash near the area bitten, which may develop a whitish center like a bull’s-eye.
The reddish area may expand in size and become quite large, though generally it is
about the size of a half-dollar.
General flu-like symptoms.

Advanced symptoms of Lyme Disease may include:
♦

Fever, chills, headache, stiff neck, nausea, fatigue, enlarged lymph nodes. Migratory
pain in or around joints, tendons, muscles, bones.

If you find a tick on your camper or suspect that your camper has been bitten, please contact
your physician. The disease may be confirmed by a blood test. Prompt treatment with
antibiotics can prevent the progression of Lyme Disease. Primary symptoms can occur within 3
to 30 days after the bite of an infected tick, with average appearance of symptoms being about a
week. Because of this time factor, we feel it is important for you to have this information. Your
doctor should be made aware that your camper has been in an area where Lyme Disease has
been reported if she should show any of the above symptoms in the next few months.

Prevention is best. To help avoid ticks:
♦

Wear light-colored clothing. Wear long pants and long sleeves. Tuck your shirt into your
pant waist. Tuck your pant legs into your socks. Spray your pant legs with repellent
labeled for ticks.
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If you find a tick, remove it:
♦

Grasp the tick with tweezers as close as possible to the skin. Try not to squash the tick.
Slowly pull straight out. Do NOT twist or try to unscrew. Do NOT burn or apply
kerosene or other chemicals. DO apply antiseptic to the bite area. Wash your hands with
soap and water.

Place the tick in a small vial or zip-type, plastic baggie, along with a damp paper towel or cotton
ball, for identification by Contra Costa Mosquito and Vector Control entomologists. Telephone
number is (925) 685-9301, ext. 114. If the tick is still alive after removal, you can have it tested
FREE of charge. Dead ticks can still be tested, but there will be a fee (currently at least $50.00).
If you have any questions about your camper and Lyme Disease, please feel free to call the
Council Program Department at 1-800-447-4475 or call your Day Camp director.

HANTAVIRUS:
The hantavirus is a virus carried by deer mice that can cause serious health problems in
humans. People are most apt to become infected when they come in contact with dead mice or
inhale microscopic particles that contain dried mouse droppings or urine. No one is totally sure
of the rate of infestation of mice in California, but it is believed there is some. Precautions can be
taken to minimize contact with the virus.

Deer Mouse vs. House Mouse
The deer mouse is yellowish brown to grayish on top with a white underbelly. Its tail is brown
to grayish on top and white underneath. It is approximately 7 inches long as an adult. It is most
commonly found in the wild in rock formations and rodent burrows. The house mouse is
usually gray with a gray tail. It is usually very small in size and seldom travels more than 10 to
15 feet.

Precautions
♦
♦
♦

Air out unused buildings before cleaning.
Store all supplies in washable, rodent proof containers.
Do not sweep or dry dust areas where there is evidence of rodent droppings. Wet mop
or cloth with solution of water and household bleach (in a concentration of 3 parts water
to one part bleach). Wear mask and gloves at all times during this activity. Wash hands
and clothing thoroughly with soap and water when completed.
♦ Do not trap mice indoors if possible. If you do, use a snap trap.
♦ If dead rodents are found, wet thoroughly with bleach/water solution. Wait 20 minutes
before moving. Use gloves or shovel to pick up. Put in plastic bag and seal. Wash hands
thoroughly with soap and water.
♦ Avoid rodent burrows and the soil around them.
There is no evidence of transmission of the disease by other animals such as dogs, cats,
squirrels, etc.

Symptoms of the disease are:
♦

fever, muscle ache, headache, dry cough, red eyes, and pneumonia-like illness. Medical
evaluation should be sought immediately if these symptoms occur after exposure to a
deer mouse.
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WEST NILE VIRUS:
West Nile Virus is an uncommon, but potentially serious illness that may occur from a mosquito
bite. Mosquitoes become infected when they feed on infected birds. Infected mosquitoes can
then spread West Nile Virus to humans and other animals when they bite. The chance that any
one person is going to become ill from a single mosquito bite remains low.

Symptoms of West Nile Virus are:
♦
♦

♦

No Symptoms in Most People. Approximately 80 percent (4 out of 5) of people who are
infected with West Nile Virus will not show any symptoms at all.
Milder Symptoms in Some People. Up to 20 percent of the people who become infected
have symptoms such as fever, headache, and body aches, nausea, vomiting, and
sometimes swollen lymph glands or a skin rash on the chest, stomach and back.
Symptoms can last for as short as a few days, though even healthy people have become
sick for several weeks.
Serious Symptoms in a Few People. About one in 150 people infected with West Nile
Virus will develop severe illness. The risk of severe illness and death is highest for
people over 50 years old, although people of all ages can become ill.

People typically develop symptoms between 3 and 14 days after they are bitten by an infected
mosquito. Milder West Nile Virus illness improves on its own, and people do not necessarily
need to seek medical attention for this infection though they may choose to do so. If you
develop symptoms of severe West Nile Virus illness, such as unusually severe headaches or
confusion, seek medical attention immediately.
The best and easiest way to avoid West Nile Virus is to prevent mosquito bites. Fighting
mosquito bites reduces your risk of getting this disease, along with other diseases that
mosquitoes can carry.

Avoid Mosquito Bites
♦

Use Insect Repellent on exposed skin when you go outdoors. Use an EPA-registered
insect repellent such as those with DEET.
♦ Clothing can help reduce mosquito bites. When weather permits, wear long-sleeves,
long pants and socks when outdoors. Mosquitoes may bite through thin clothing, so
spray clothes with repellent containing permethrin or another EPA-registered repellent.
Don't apply repellents containing permethrin directly to skin. Do not spray repellent on
the skin under your clothing.
♦ Be aware of peak mosquito hours. The hours from dusk to dawn are peak biting times
for many species of mosquitoes. Take extra care to use repellent and protective clothing
during evening and early morning.
♦ We recommend that every camper apply a layer of insect repellent at home before they
leave home. We also recommend that each camper carry a small bottle of insect repellent
and sunscreen with them in their backpack. Reapplying sunscreen and insect repellent
after swimming is important.
Information obtained from the Center for Disease Control (www.cdc.gov). The fact sheet for
West Nile Virus is at www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/westnile/wnv_factsheet.htm
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MOUNTAIN LIONS:
As far as we know, there have not been any Mountain Lion sightings near Twin Canyon, but
most probably there are Mountain Lions in the area and have been for many years. Please don't
panic. Mountain Lions do not normally prey on humans. They like deer, sheep and elk. They
will also prey on smaller animals. Mountain Lions usually hunt alone and at night. Mountain
Lions are not going to come looking for us. We are a large very noisy group of people and they
will try to avoid our camp, but a few common sense precautions are wise:
♦ Never Hike alone. We only hike in large groups at DDC. Again our noise factor will
most likely send any Mountain Lion running in the opposite direction.
♦ If you see a Mountain Lion do not approach it. It will try to avoid a confrontation. Give it
a way to escape.
♦ Keep all children close to you. Do not let any children roam away from the group.
♦ Do not run from a Mountain Lion. When you run, you are acting like prey/food.
Running may stimulate a Mountain Lion's instinct to chase. Instead, stand and face the
animal. Make eye contact. If you have very small children, pick them up if possible so
they don't panic and run. Although it may be awkward, pick them up without bending
over or turning away from the Mountain Lion.
♦ Do not crouch down or bend over if you see a Mountain Lion. A human standing up
does not look like the right kind of prey to a Mountain Lion. If you bend or squat you
look like a four-legged prey animal. If you need to pick up a child, have them crawl up
you.
♦ Do all you can to appear larger. Raise your arms and open your jacket if you are wearing
one. Throw stones, branches or whatever you can reach without crouching or turning
your back. Wave your arms slowly and speak firmly in a loud voice. The idea is to
convince the Mountain Lion that you are not prey and that you may be a danger to it.
♦ Fight back if attacked. Since a Mountain Lion usually tries to bite the back of the head or
neck, try to remain standing and face the attacking animal. Fight back with sticks, caps,
jackets, tools, rocks or bare hands.
♦ Face to face encounters are to be reported to California Department of Fish and Game.
See your director or the DDC administrator.
We know it sounds scary, but if we continue camp as normal and be aware that they are out
there, we should all be fine, just like we have been for many years.

SNAKES:

Procedures for Snake Sightings
Common snakes seen at Camp Twin Canyon
Gopher Snake -- The background color on the Gopher Snake is glossy yellow to buff with black,
brown or reddish-brown blotches on the back; the scales are keeled; the tail is pointed. Its
general coloration and behavior may resemble a rattlesnake, but the Gopher Snake is harmless.
Northern Pacific Rattlesnake -- The general coloration of the Northern Pacific Rattlesnake varies,
usually matching the background soil color, with brown or black dorsal blotches. The head is
broad, flat, and triangular with facial pits; the skin is dull with keeled scales; the tail tapering
with a “rattle” made of interlocking pieces of dry skin; and vertical elliptical eye pupils.
Western Terrestrial Garter Snake -- The Western Terrestrial Garter Snake has a distinct yellowish
or cream stripe down the middle of the back, bordered by black or dark brown, with another
light colored stripe low on each side of the body. The scales are keeled.

Snake behavior
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♦

♦

Snakes are most likely to be seen in the spring and summer. Snakes are able to regulate
their body temperature somewhat by moving in and out of shade. Rattlesnakes are most
active early in the morning and during the late afternoon and evening. Occasionally you
may find a rattlesnake in a bathroom or other building.
Snakes often live in wood piles, under rocks or logs, and in burrows.

Snake’s diet
♦
♦

Depending on the kind of snake, they eat insects, slugs, frogs, birds, bird eggs, small
mammals, and other reptiles.
Rattlesnakes use poison to kill their prey. Although the poison is harmful to humans, its
primary purpose is for catching food, not defense.

Camp procedures for snake sightings
♦
♦

♦

If the snake is “just passing through,” stand still and watch it as it passes by. Make note
of where it goes.
If the snake is in a high-use area of camp, be sure to rope off this area so that people
don’t get too close. Report the snake sighting to the session director. Continue to watch
the snake until it leaves this area.
If the rattlesnake is in a very high-use area, or a building, and does not appear to be
leaving, the director should contact the site manager to remove the snake. If he is not
available, contact Mike at the Montgomery Pest Control (925) 939-1951 (pager
925-340-3967). They do not charge to remove snakes.

Do not attempt to kill the snake!
There are many reasons why it is important not to kill a snake:
♦ While attempting to kill a rattlesnake, you often need to get closer to the snake than it is
safe.
♦ Generally snakes protect themselves by not moving, relying on their colors to
camouflage them, or by quickly slithering away. When threatened, some snakes may
bite in defense.
♦ While attempting to kill a rattlesnake, you may end up frightening the snake forcing it to
run into an area with lots of people or cornering it, causing it to become aggressive.
♦ Snakes are an important resource in the natural environment. They control rodent,
insect, and other reptile populations.
♦ Since we border on, and lease an area of Briones Regional Park, it is important that our
procedures regarding snakes is consistent with that of the East Bay Regional Park
District.

Do not attempt to catch and relocate snakes!
Camp staff volunteer at camp because they enjoy working with children in the out-of-doors. No
volunteer should put themself at risk by trying to relocate a rattlesnake. If it is necessary to
relocate a snake, contact the site manager.

If a snake bites someone:
♦
♦

Try to stay calm. The person should lie down with the affected limb lower than the
heart. Transport immediately to the Emergency Room.
If you are not sure of the kind of snake, check the bite for two puncture marks (in rare
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♦

cases one puncture mark) associated with intense, burning pain. This is typical of a
rattlesnake bite. Do not wash the wound. Other snake bites may leave multiple teeth
marks without burning pain.
If bitten by any other kind of snake than a rattlesnake, wash the wound with an
antibacterial soap and water and seek medical attention.

Prevention
♦
♦
♦
♦

When hiking, be sure you can always see where you are placing your feet. Step onto logs
rather than over logs.
Avoid putting your hands under logs or into burrows where you cannot see.
Look carefully around and under logs before sitting down.
If a snake is sighted, campers are to back slowly away from the snake and immediately
inform an adult.

SPIDERS:
Black Widow Spider
♦

♦

♦
♦
♦

The Black Widow Spider and the Brown Spider are the most harmful spiders in
California. The Brown Spider is most often seen in the hot desert area of Southern
California. The Black Widow is more common in our area.
The venom of the female Black Widow is 15 times more potent than that of the
rattlesnake. Therefore, if you are bitten by a Black Widow you should get to a doctor
immediately.
The poisonous adult female has a shiny black body, slender black legs, and a red
hourglass- shaped mark on the underside of the large, round abdomen.
The adult male Black Widow is about half the size of the female, has a small abdomen, is
not poisonous and does NOT bite.
Black Widows live in dry sheltered, relatively undisturbed places such as among piles of
wood, in culverts, hollow stumps, camp bathrooms, maybe the hive! You would most
likely be bitten if you should accidentally stick your hand where you disturb the spider.
Look carefully when moving things or wear heavy gloves.

Tarantula
♦
♦
♦
♦

The Tarantula is the biggest spider in the U.S. They commonly are feared because of
their large size and hairy appearance.
The bites of California Tarantulas are not likely to be serious -- at worst, like a bee sting.
Tarantulas are sluggish and are unlikely to bite, unless provoked.
Many people keep Tarantulas as pets. At camp, however, they are to be viewed as a part
of nature. Do NOT allow campers to touch or pick these spiders up.
Tarantulas live in burrows in the ground during the day, but often come out at night to
hunt insects near their burrow.

YELLOW-JACKET WASPS:
Being outside means sharing the environment with many other creatures, including bees. All of
the Council sites are home to yellow-jackets as well as bees. Yellow-jackets are particularly
challenging because they can be aggressive. Most sites have some traps to help keep the
yellow-jacket population down, but they will not eliminate them.

What are yellow-jackets?
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“YeIlow-jacket” is the common name for several species of wasps. These wasps can be a
nuisance around buildings, camp sites, pools, and cooking areas. They may also nest along
trails. They can pose a health hazard especially for people who are allergic to them.

Where do they live?
Yellow-jackets live in colonies (actually large families) housed in nests. Some species attach the
nest to trees, shrubs, or buildings. The native yellow-jacket usually constructs nests
underground, often in old rodent burrows and ground holes.

How do they build the nest?
Nests are constructed from paper. Yellow-jackets make a pulp by gathering wood or plant
fibers, chewing it up and mixing in some of their own saliva. When the pulp is spread out, It
dries out to form paper. The inner core of the nest is a series of horizontal combs which contain
many six-sided cells used for rearing immature (baby) wasps. The core is surrounded by a
spherical envelope of overlapping sheets of paper.
In the Spring, the queen begins construction of a new nest; or she may use a nest built in a
previous year to raise her first brood of workers. As worker bees are produced, the nest is
enlarged; and by the end of summer, the nest may contain several tiers of cells and be several
inches to a foot in diameter. New queens and males are produced in late fall. They mate, and
the new queens seek winter hibernating quarters where they wait until spring to begin the new
cycle.

What do they eat?
Yellow-jackets are attracted to and eat sweet foods such as honey, candy, fruit, and soft drinks.
For protein to feed their young, they hunt other insects and spiders. The native species also
collect red meat, chicken, fish, and even pet food.

What can people do?
People can help reduce food and water available to yellow-jackets by:
♦ Tightly covering garbage containers
♦ Tightly covering can and bottle recycling bins
♦ Not leaving food outside

How do yellow-jackets affect people?
If undisturbed, yellow-jackets should not be a problem. However, these wasps will defend their
nest if they sense a threat to the colony. When a nest is disturbed, yellow-jackets can inflict
multiple stings that can be painful and may be life threatening, especially for individuals
hypersensitive to wasp venom.

How to avoid getting stung:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Avoid areas around a nest. Do not disturb a nest.
Don’t go barefoot.
Don’t swat with the hands.
Use lids on soft drinks.
Keep garbage containers away from eating areas.
If eating outside, check food before putting it in the mouth.
Don’t drive with a wasp in the car. Stop and get it out.
Avoid using items to which a yellow-jacket may be attracted as much as possible:
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♦

perfume and other scents, hair spray, suntan lotion, and brightly colored clothes.
If exposed to large numbers of yellow-jackets, leave the area quickly and use clothes to
protect eyes and mouth. Seek shelter in a building, car, etc. to which the wasps cannot
gain entrance. Be careful not to let them in when entering.

If someone is stung:
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

If the stinger remains in the skin, remove it by scraping from the side with your
fingernail. Do not squeeze to pull it out, you could release more venom. Use a flicking
motion.
Apply cold water or ice in a wet cloth.
Lie down and lower the stung arm or leg.
Use of a commercial product such as Sting Kill, Sting Foe, or After Bite for Bees, all of
which contain a local anesthetic, may help. Always check for allergy to the product
before using.
Should signs of an adverse reaction appear such as dizziness, difficulty in breathing,
wide spread swelling, or other symptoms, contact a physician immediately.
Always check to see if someone has a known allergy or sensitivity to wasp stings.
For multiple stings, it is wise to consult a physician.

POISON OAK:
One of the most widely distributed and commonest of native California shrubs is poison oak. It
is a member of the sumac family and a close relative of poison ivy and poison sumac. (Neither
of which are found in California.) The leaves of poison oak are shaped somewhat like oak
leaves. They are arranged in groups of three, one leaflet at the end at the stem and two more
opposite each other and set back an inch or two from the end leaflet. The leaves vary in size
depending on the location of the shrub. Most leaves are oblong shaped with indentations along
the edges. In Spring, they are a bright green, turning brilliant red in the Fall and Winter.
Unfortunately, poison oak secretes an oil that is highly toxic to many people. One can be
affected not only by direct contact with the plant, but through clothing, animals or other objects
which have been in contact with the bushes, or through smoke which can carry the oil particles.
Poison oak produces an itchy rash with, in severe cases, swelling of the tissues. “Leaves of three
-- let it be!”
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CAMP COOKING
The focus of Diablo Day Camp at Camp Twin Canyon is cooking. All units (except tags) should
plan that the bulk of their in-unit schedules be dedicated to cooking related activities: fire
building, food preparation, and clean-up, including dishwashing. The bulk of your unit funds
will be spent on food.
First, and every single minute, remember: this whole experience is for the girls to learn. You
learn by watching. Girls learn by doing. Keep your hands off. Remind, prod, explain, but don’t
touch! “We learn by experience” is never more true than when applied to cooking. Let the girls
do it. Don’t buy pre-shredded cheese or pre-chopped vegetables to save time. Let the girls do it!
Some of them have never shredded cheese or a carrot. Many have never cracked an egg. Most
have never lit a match. Let the girls do it! That’s why we’re here.
Patience is the key. Your (and your campers’) success depends on planning ahead. Allow
enough time for food preparation. It will take twice as long for the girls to do it as it takes for you to
prepare the same menu at home.

SAFE FOOD HANDLING:
It is important to remember safe food handling practices at camp.
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Use clean water for cooking. Detach the hose from the water spigot and let some water
run through before filling cooking pots or water jugs (The hose is not clean and may
contain harmful bacteria). Remember to re-attach hose for fire safety.
Keep utensils, food preparation surfaces and hands clean.
Use utensils for serving. Tongs work great for everything from salad to fruit to meat.
Have cooks tie back hair and remove dangling items, then roll back sleeves and wash
hands prior to handling food.
Make sure cooks wash hands after handling raw meat, and after sneezing, touching face
or hair, or using the restroom.
Make sure all meats are thoroughly cooked. Meats may be precooked, but remember to
store and transport cooked meat safely.
Keep perishable foods cold. Transport food from home in a small cooler on ice.
Do not try to hasten thawing of frozen food by leaving it out at room temperature. There
is a microwave in the Caterpillar for emergencies.
Do not leave food out for extended periods of time. Cover food whenever possible.
See Safety-Wise for more information.

KNIVES:
Use knives safely:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Instruct all campers in basic knife use and supervise when in use.
Maintain an arm’s length (circle of safety) clearance for safety.
Always cut (stroke) away from yourself.
Use a cutting board.
Keep all knives clean and sharp.
See Outdoor Education in Girl Scouting for additional information as well as cleaning and
sharpening instructions.
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NOTE: See Hive for all knives, sharpening stone and cleaning materials.

FIRES (FOR COOKING):
Liquid fire starters, quick light charcoal, WOOD FIRES and
white gas or kerosene fueled equipment are NOT allowed
AT TWIN CANYON.
NOTE: Exercise caution whenever melting paraffin wax. Do not leave melting wax
unattended. Always use a double boiler, hot mitts, and tongs. Follow manufacturer’s
directions when using propane or butane fueled equipment.
Only use chimneys, paraffin wax fire starters or butane and propane fueled equipment.
Observe the following:
♦ Check unit (or area) for fire safety equipment: shovel, water bucket, fire extinguisher,
and water hose (unkinked and attached to hose bib).
♦ Inspect cooking area. Clear debris and old coals if needed, hose area down.
♦ An adult must be present at all times when a fire is lit and must check to ensure that
there are no hot coals or embers before leaving the unit.
♦ Do not put coals or ashes in trash can unless you can guarantee that they’re fully
extinguished.
♦ All adults must be familiar with DDC’s fire safety practices.

Making Fire Starters:
Although chimneys are available at DDC and recommended, if you choose to make fire starters,
do so as follows:

Egg Crate Starters:
Melt paraffin wax in an old pot or can using a double boiler. It will be hot. Pour wax over egg
crate filled with briquettes or dip individual briquettes and place in egg crate. Let cool. Use half
an egg crate per fire.

Paraffin Kisses:
Cut used candles or paraffin into 1” long pieces. Wrap in waxed paper and twist like salt-water
taffy. Use 3-4 kisses per fire.

Trench Candles:
Tightly roll newspaper strips together and tie with string. Dip in melted paraffin. Cool. Use 2-3
pieces per fire.

Starting Charcoal Fires:
♦

♦

Review fire safety in HEALTH and SAFETY section. If not using a chimney, use
previously-made alternate fire starters See directions above or in Outdoor Education in
Girl Scouting.
Check area for fire safety equipment and place bucket of water next to fire pit. Put a
sturdy stick in the bucket extending out over the edge so that if any critter falls in, it can
climb out to safety. Clear debris and, if needed, hose area down. Do not allow campers
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♦

with loose clothing near fires, cooking structures or equipment. Long hair must be tied
back.
Check fire pit. Shovel out old coals or debris. If damp, cover the pit area with a piece of
foil.

Fires need 3 things: FUEL (charcoal & starters), FLAME (matches), and OXYGEN (air pockets).

Fire Starter Method:
Build the fire by placing charcoal over the fire starters (egg crate or trench candle), leaving
plenty of air pockets, then light with a match. Light the fire about 30 minutes before you plan to
start cooking. Start food preparation too. Briquettes are ready when the surface is mostly gray.

Chimney Method:
Use a charcoal chimney . Place two or three pieces of loosely crumpled newspaper in the bottom
of the chimney (shallower end). Place charcoal in the deep end of chimney. Light the newspaper
through the holes in the bottom of the chimney. Check in about 5 minutes – if you can feel heat
when placing hand above chimney, it is lit. If not, add more newspaper and light again. Light
15-20 minutes before you need it.
To add charcoal: Remove food from cooking surface. Put new briquettes between hot coals -heap together and fan for about 5 minutes. Rearrange coals, replace food and continue cooking.

Extinguishing Charcoal Fires:
♦
♦
♦

Take tongs and carefully douse each coal in water. Spread wet coals out on grate to dry
for reuse later in the week or next day.
Check ashes for embers. Sprinkle lightly with water. Stir with tongs or stick and feel
with hand above ashes to be sure the fire is fully extinguished.
Do not drown the fire pit. The steam can burn and the ashes can get in your eyes. Pit will
require additional clean up when used next. Sudden temperature change can damage
firebrick liner or the pit itself.

Alternative method:
Place coals in large can and cover with a lid, another pan or foil. This removes oxygen source
and smothers coals. It can take a while to fully extinguish the coals. THE CAN WILL BE HOT!!!
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DISHWASHING
The central dishwashing set-up will be in front of the Hive. Because of possible lines, your unit
should plan on being here about 30 minutes. An adult MUST accompany units and supervise at
the Hive.
Washing dishes is an important camp skill. Most campers will use what they learn today on
future girl scouting trips so all campers should learn to do the process correctly. Many actually
enjoy it and some even find it fun. Singing while working helps too. Please, do not send your
campers home with dirty mess kits, but do suggest that parents rewash them at home. Units
need to wash all cooking equipment before returning it to the Hive. The Hive staff may ask
units to rewash some items if they are not done properly the first time, so unit leaders should
check to see that a good job is done the first time.

PROCEDURE:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Have campers follow the steps as shown below.
Be sure that campers scrape dishes IN THE UNIT into compost/green bin before going
to the Hive for dishwashing.
Take dunk bags containing clean dishes back to unit and hang up to dry.
Use similar steps for pots, pans and utensils, except that the last wash tub will be a
sanitizing bleach rinse.
Check other items before placing on clean tables to air dry.
When dry, return to Hive.
Do not expect Hive staff to wash your cooking equipment.
Unwashed equipment will be returned to units!!
Hive personnel may request that you rewash items that don’t pass inspection.

Bleach rinse for
Camp Equipment Only
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COOKING TECHNIQUES:
BEAN HOLE:
Ideal for overnighters. This advanced method of cooking will require additional planning by
unit leaders and directors. Start early or mid-morning for a noon meal or early afternoon for an
evening meal. It’s hard to regulate cooking temperatures and times, so you should have a
back-up meal ready. This technique will not be demonstrated at training. You must be properly
trained to use the technique at camp. Contact your session director to arrange training.

BOX OVEN:
Used for all baking. Baking times will vary. Food can burn easily if coals are too close, too hot,
or if too many are used. Replace coals as needed. Box ovens are requested from the Hive.
If you choose to make your own or wish to demonstrate the
technique, proceed as follows:
♦ Select a box large enough for 2" clearance on all four
sides of cookie sheet/baking pan for heat circulation.
♦ Line the box with aluminum foil.
♦ If necessary, tape edges with duct tape. Do not put
duct tape inside of the box as it will burn.
♦ Place pan with coals on foil or place hot coals directly
on heavy duty foil; position baking rack on bricks or sand filled aluminum cans.
♦ Prop a small stick or rock under one corner for air circulation or your coals will go out.
Gauge approximate box oven temperature as follows:
325 to 350o F
8 briquettes
350 to 375o F

10 briquettes

375 to 400o F

12 briquettes

400 to 425o F

14 briquettes

BUDDY BURNER:
Used for frying. Great for eggs, burgers, hot dogs or grilled
sandwiches. Temperature is hard to regulate but practice will
improve your technique. This technique will not be demonstrated
at training. You must be properly trained to use the technique at
camp. Contact your session director to arrange training.

Fuel Source:
Tuna sized can with corrugated cardboard* and paraffin wax. (*you can substitute sawdust
from untreated wood for corrugated cardboard.)

Burner Tool:
Lid end used to batten flame and looped end used to move can. Straighten out
a wire hanger; loop one end large enough to fit around a tuna can and attach
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tuna can lid to other end.

CAMP STOVE:
Use butane or propane fueled camp stove. NO LIQUID FUEL! Cook as you would at home. To
minimize problems and ensure proper use, read the manufacturer’s instructions and check
stove’s equipment prior to use in camp. This technique will not be demonstrated at training.
You must be properly trained to use the technique at camp. Contact your session director to
arrange training.

DOG N’ BRAT/CORNBREAD COOKERS:
These are cast-iron cookers that work much like pie irons. You can place a hot dog, sausage,
veggie dog, or any quick-cooking bread dough (such as cornbread, breadsticks, etc.) into one of
the three long channels, close the cooker and cook over medium heat until done.

DUTCH OVEN:
Used for various cooking methods: baking, stewing, and
stovetop type cooking. Dutch ovens perform best if
preheated. Place directly on coals or campfire for stewing
or stovetop type cooking. Adjust number of coals used to
regulate temperature. Use lid hook to remove lid. Line
Dutch Oven (bottom only) with foil for easy cleaning.
Approximate oven baking temperature (for 10 inch Dutch
oven):
325 to 350o F
4 briquettes under
o

9 briquettes on top

350 to 375 F

4 briquettes under

11 briquettes on top

375 to 400o F

6 briquettes under

13 briquettes on top

400 to 425o F

6 briquettes under

15 briquettes on top

Cleaning:
Wash method: To remove stuck-on food, fill pot with water and reheat over coals/stove. Food
will float off or use a rubber scraper/Teflon pad. Do not use soap.
Dry –rub method: scrub with salt (available at the Hive on the back sink) or scrub with a ball of
aluminum foil. Maintain seasoning by placing vegetable oil on a paper towel, rub over all
surfaces and place back over coals/low heat. Cool before storing.

FOIL WRAP:
Can be used use for a variety of stewing and steaming methods on the grill or in the coals. There
are two basic foil wraps:

Drugstore Wrap:
Used when turning is required or to help retain liquids: Place food in center of foil, fold foil over
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food so edges meet. Form a ½ inch fold; fold again and crease edge. Repeat on sides.

Bundle Wrap:
Bring the four corners up together in a pyramid shape. Fold corners together and gently press
close to food. Seal by folding ends over and pressing them against top of the package.

GRILLING:
Great for burgers, chicken and veggies too. Get a wire brush from Hive. Build fire (to help burn
grease off) and using wire brush, clean grill as needed. Cover with foil if cleaning was
inadequate. Proceed with grilling.

ICE CREAM MAKING:
Mix ingredients per recipe directions. Pour into
freezer can. Place can with dasher assembled in
center of ice bucket. Put lid on (plug hole in lid, if
necessary, so that salt water does not get into the
ice cream). Carefully add cubed ice, alternating
with rock salt, between can and bucket. Place crank
on and turn clockwise for about 20- 45 minutes,
adding ice and salt as needed. Carefully remove
dasher assembly. Replace lid. Replace canister in
ice bucket. Cover with towel or newspapers. Add ice. Let set about 30 minutes before serving.
Dispose of salt water and ice in the small mop sink located on the side of the Hive. Do not put
salt water on ground anywhere in camp. It will kill the trees.

NON-COOK:
Non-cook recipes (nose bags) are great for those days when your unit doesn’t have time to cook.
Most campers enjoy preparing salad or sandwich bars and instant pudding deserts.

PIE IRONS / TOASTIES:
By either name, these cast-iron metal bakers seal your favorite fillings between two slices of
bread or pastry which are cooked over medium heat until the bread is toasted golden brown
and filling is deliciously hot.

ROOT BEER MAKING:
This is a quick, novel method of making root beer.
You’ll need
♦ 4 lbs. granulated sugar
♦ 5 gallons water
♦ 2 ounce bottle of root beer extract
♦ 4 lbs. of dry ice (buy 5 lbs. to end up with 4 lbs.)
Make sure your vehicle is properly ventilated when transporting dry ice. Open your car
windows.
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Use the large plastic can (in the Caterpillar) that is specially marked solely for root beer making
or use an 8 to 10 gallon pot. Dissolve sugar in 1 gallon of warm water. Add remaining
ingredients. Root beer is ready when the dry ice is gone. This technique will not be
demonstrated at training. You must be properly trained to use the technique at camp. Contact
your session director to arrange training.

SOLAR OVEN:
This advanced method of cooking for the day camp setting requires additional planning by unit
leaders. Start early in the day and place the oven in bright sun. It’s hard to control baking time.
Have back-up food available. A solar oven is available through Hive or make your own (see
Junior Girl Scout Handbook). This technique will not be demonstrated at training. You must be
properly trained to use the technique at camp. Contact your session director to arrange training.
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MEAL PLANNING:
Good nutrition is essential in planning. Remember the food pyramid. Begin with a simple
menu, not hotdogs and hamburgers, but not a 16-course banquet either. Take into account the
age of the campers. The older they are, the more complex the menu can be. If you can cook it at
home, you can cook it outdoors. Simply adapt your family’s favorite recipes for the camp
cooking methods above or see below for basic recipes.
Use the meal planner that follows to help plan your menus. Try to include many different
cooking methods over the week. Each day you’ll want an appetizer course to help fill everyone
up and to hold off hunger when your main course takes longer than you thought it would to
cook. If your main course is on time, simply serve your appetizer with the rest of the meal.
Remember a green salad, fruit salad or other vegetable recipe. You may have some undeclared
vegetarians in your group. Don’t forget dessert! All campers look forward to that special treat
after all their hard work cooking! Be careful not to try too many complicated cooking methods
all in one day.
Get the girls to help plan their meals. Plan for the basics, but let them decide if they’ll make soft
tacos or a tamale casserole. Do they want chicken and rice foil packets or a chicken stew over
rice? Most of the ingredients may be the same, only the cooking method is different. If you’re
planning a one-pot meal, let them decide the “flavor.” The same goes for salads. Ask for their
input. Find out what they like and try to incorporate that into your menus.

Menu ideas:
South of the Border
♦ Chips and salsa or bean or cheese dip
♦ Walking tacos (flour tortillas, meat,
beans, cheese, lettuce, tomato)
♦ Friendship Fruit Platter Banana boats
Italian Feast
♦ Antipasto veggies and ranch dip
♦ Lasagna Dutch oven casserole
♦ French (or garlic) bread
♦ Green salad
♦ Cookies (bake in box oven)
Pizza!
♦ Ants on a log (cream cheese instead of
peanut butter)
♦ Box oven English muffin pizza (let each
girl create her own)
♦ Walking lettuce leaves filled with
minced veggies, salami, olives
♦ Bread sticks (wrap around a skewer and
toasted over open coals)
♦ Ice cream

Hawaiian Holiday
♦ Fruit kabobs sprinkled with coconut
Teriyaki Chicken and Rice Foil packets
Hawaiian rolls
♦ Hawaiian Cole Slaw
♦ Sand Pails
Jungle Boogie
♦ Cheese and crackers
♦ Jungle stew (one-pot meal)
♦ Baked potato bar
♦ Tropical Waldorf salad Apple Crisp
Breakfast for Lunch
♦ Pancakes
♦ Sausage
♦ Orange slices, banana rounds
♦ French toast
♦ Scrambled eggs
For additional pointers, see your directors or attend
Discoveree and other skill-enhancing workshops offered
through our Girl Scout Council or your service unit.
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QUANTITIES
One of the hardest things about planning meals for camp is figuring out how much to buy and
how much to cook for a crowd. Most of us are used to planning, shopping and cooking for 4 or
5. How do you shop for 25? Remember, you are planning for all the campers PLUS 2-3 unit
adult unit leaders, PLUS 2 elves, PLUS 2-3 adult lunch guests. Kids work up an appetite at
camp. Fresh air and new activities in the great out-of-doors mean hunger. Offer snacks in the
morning and afternoon. Younger girls eat less, older girls eat more. If you are used to being
around children, you know that appetites vary widely from one child to the next and from one
day to the next. Use your experience as a guide. Nutrition Fact labels on most foods will be your
biggest help. If a label says there are 4 servings to a can, count on that.
Here are some other guidelines (remember, one pound is 16 ounces):
Meat & Cheese
♦ Ground beef for casserole, 2-3
oz./person
(1 lb. serves 6 to 8 people)
♦ Ground beef for hamburger patties, 4
oz. each (1 lb. serves 4)
♦ Bacon, 2-3 slices per person (18-20 slices
per pound, 1 lb. serves 6 to 10)
♦ Chicken, bone in, 7-8 oz. per person
♦ Chicken, boneless, 3-4 oz. per person
♦ Beef stew meat, 5-6 oz. per person
♦ Hotdogs, 2 oz. each, 1-2 per person
♦ Pork Chops, 6 oz. per person
♦ Baked Ham, 3-4 oz. per person
♦ Meatloaf, 3 oz. per person
♦ Sausage, 3-4 oz. per person
♦ Lunch meat, sliced ham, turkey, salami,
etc. 3-4 oz. per person
♦ Cheese, sliced or block, 1 oz. per person
♦ Cream Cheese, 2 oz. per person
Fruit
♦ Watermelon, ½ lb. per person
♦ Apples for salad, ½ apple per person
♦ Raisins, 1 oz. per person
♦ Apples, oranges for eating, 1 each
Vegetables, fresh
♦ Potatoes, 8 oz. per person
♦ Lettuce, 1/8 to 1/4 head per person
♦ Onion, 4 oz. per person
♦ Peas, 4 oz. per person
♦ Cabbage, 6 oz. per person
♦ Carrots, 5 oz. or 1-2 medium per person

Canned Foods (use label)
♦ Applesauce, Fruit cocktail, etc., 4
oz./person
♦ Pork & Beans, 4 oz. per person
♦ Soup, 8 oz. per person
♦ Corn, peas, beans, 4 oz. per person
♦ Tuna fish, 1-2 oz. per person
Dry Food (use nutrition label)
♦ Bisquick, 1-1/2 oz. per person
♦ Dry Cereal, 3 oz. per person
♦ Oatmeal, 2-1/2 oz. per person
♦ Macaroni, 2-3 oz. dry per person
♦ Spaghetti, 2-3 oz. per person
♦ Rice, 1-1/2 oz. per person
(1 cup dry rice makes 3 cups cooked,
1 cup cooked per person)
Miscellaneous
♦ Bread, 20 slices per loaf
♦ Sandwich bread, 24 slices per loaf
♦ Pudding, 3 oz. pkg. serves 4 people
♦ Marshmallows, 32 per package
Condiments (use nutrition label)
♦ Ketchup, 1-1/2 oz. per person
♦ Syrup, 1 to 1-1/2 oz. per person
♦ Salad dressing, 2 oz. per person
♦ Pickles, 2 oz. per person
♦ Butter, 3 oz. per person
♦ Peanut butter and/or jam, 3 oz. per
person
Beverages (use nutrition label)
♦ Most sessions provide milk each day.
Check with your directors.
♦ Juices, 4 oz. per person
♦ Hot chocolate mix, 1 oz. per person
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Adjusting recipes for varying numbers:
Now you’ve planned a menu and made your shopping list. Here’s an example of how to adjust
your shopping to fit the number of people eating that day. Remember, you are shopping for
unit leaders, elves and guests as well as campers.
Let’s take the South of the Border menu from above: Chips and salsa, Walking tacos (flour
tortillas, meat, beans, cheese, lettuce, tomato) Friendship Fruit Platter and S’mores
Here’s our shopping list made into a chart for 12, 18, 24 and 30 diners:
Item to buy

12

Tortilla chips,
2 (two)
1-2 oz. per person
15 oz. bags
Salsa,
12 oz. jar
1 oz. per person
Flour tortillas,
18
1-1/2 per person
Ground beef,
1 lb.
1-2 oz. per person
Canned beans,
15 oz. can
2 oz. per person
Cheese,
3/4 lb.
1 oz. per person
Lettuce,
1 head
1/12 head per person, or less
Tomatoes,
2
1/8 per person
Friendship Fruit,
2 extra apples
each camper will be asked to
bring a piece of fruit from home
Graham crackers,
24
2 full crackers per person
(1 lb. box)
Marshmallows,
48
4 per person
(2 packages)
Chocolate,
3 bars
1/4 bar per person

18

24

30

3 (three)
15 oz. bags
18 oz. jar

4 (four)
15 oz. bags
24 oz. jar

24

36

5 (five)
15 oz. bags
2 (two) 18 oz.
jars
48

1-1/2 lb.

2 lb.

3 lb.

2 15 oz. cans

3 15 oz. cans

4 15 oz. cans

1 lb.

1-1/2 lb.

2 lb.

1 head

2 heads

2 heads

3

3

4

2 apples,
1 banana

2 apples,
2 bananas

apples,
bananas, grapes

36
(1-1/2 lb.)
72
(3 packages)
5 bars

48
(2 lb. box)
96
(3 packages)
6 bars

60
(3 lb. box)
120
(4 packages)
8 bars

If your budget allows, you can add a few extras like sour cream and olives. Avocados and
guacamole are usually out of reach on day camp food budgets (and you’ve already splurged on
chocolate for the S’mores). Buy in bulk when your numbers allow. A big can of beans will cost
less than several little cans. One big bag of chips is usually cheaper than several smaller bags. If
you’re shopping for older girls or boys, add extra tortillas and chips. If you just need a
tablespoon of one spice, check in the Hive before you buy (see the last page of this section for a
list of what’s typically available in the Hive). And if you only used half a bottle of oil and took
the rest home, deduct the half that’s at home and only put in to be reimbursed for the part you
used at camp. Look for specials and store brands, too. You can save quite a bit being a smart
shopper.
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RECIPES
One-Pot Meals
For beginning out-of-doors cooks, the one-pot meal method is an easy way to prepare good,
nutritious food with a minimum amount of effort and time. Some of the recipes can be prepared
in a large skillet or a large stew pot. All can be prepared in a Dutch oven. Feel free to substitute
and experiment as you like. All plans serve 12 people. Recipes can easily be doubled.

Into one pot put
2 lbs. hamburger. Brown it. Add 1 large onion, chopped. Add 1 large can tomato soup and salt
and pepper.

Then, add whatever you want:
Jungle Stew 1
♦ 1 lb. macaroni
(cooked)
♦ 2 cans red beans
♦ 1 can diced
tomatoes
Jungle Stew 2
♦ 1 can corn, drained
♦ 1 can green beans,
drained
♦ 2 cans red kidney
beans, drained
Hunters Stew
♦ 4 cans vegetable
soup
Bean Pot
♦ 4 cans baked beans

Mac Beef
♦ 1 pound macaroni
(cooked)
Squaw Corn
♦ 3 cans corn
♦ ½ lb. diced cheese
Yoki Special
♦ 1 lb. spaghetti
(cooked)
♦ 2 cans peas (or one
package frozen
peas)
♦ Soy sauce
Spanish Rice
♦ (1 lb.) pkg. minute
rice
♦ chili powder
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Chippewa Stew
♦ 2 boxes Spanish
Rice
♦ 1 can corn, drained
♦ 1 can red beans,
drained
♦ 1 can water
Spaghetti
♦ 1 lb. spaghetti
(cooked)
♦ Sprinkle with
Parmesan cheese
Chili
♦
♦

4 cans kidney
beans
chili powder
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The Salad Bowl
Note: Miracle Whip is recommended instead of mayonnaise, which spoils more easily. Keep
any perishable ingredients well chilled. Each salad plan serves 12.

Lettuce Salad

Apple Salad

Cabbage Salad

Basic Lettuce Salad:
♦ 1 head lettuce, torn
♦ Miracle Whip to moisten
♦ Season to taste
Then add:

Basic Apple Salad
♦ 6 cups diced apples
♦ 3 cups chopped celery
♦ Miracle Whip to moisten
Then add:

Basic Cabbage Salad:
♦ 1 head cabbage,
shredded
♦ Miracle Whip to moisten
♦ Salt & sugar to taste
Then add:

Mallow Fruit
♦ 30 oz. can fruit cocktail 2
cups mini marshmallows
♦ shredded coconut
(optional)

Waldorf Salad
♦ 1 cup raisins
♦ 1 cup chopped nuts

Tossed Green
♦ Celery, cucumber
♦ Green onion, radish
♦ Green pepper, tomatoes
♦ (can use Italian dressing
instead of mayo)
Tuna Salad
♦ 7 oz. cans tuna, drained
♦ 2 cups chopped celery
♦ ½ cup chopped onion

Island Waldorf
♦ Substitute Pineapple
chunks
♦ OR Mandarin oranges
♦ for half the apples
Tropical Waldorf
♦ Substitute sliced bananas
♦ OR sliced pears
♦ for half the apples

Hawaiian Slaw
♦ 1 20 oz. can crushed
pineapple
♦ 1 cup shredded coconut
Apple Slaw
♦ 3 cups sliced apples
♦ 1 cup chopped celery
♦ 1/4 cup vinegar
Carrot Slaw
♦ 3 cups grated carrots
♦ 1 cup raisins
♦ 1/4 cup lemon juice

Walking Salads
These tasty morsels make great appetizers!
♦ Carrot sticks and
♦ Green pepper
celery sticks (with
stuffed with
Ranch dressing
cottage cheese
dip)
♦ Cored apple
♦ Celery filled with
stuffed with
peanut butter or
raisins, chopped
cheese spread, top
celery, chopped
with raisins
nuts or chopped
♦ Cheese and pickle
dates (use
rolled in cabbage
Mayonnaise or
or lettuce leaf
Miracle Whip,
♦ Deviled eggs
cream cheese or
peanut butter to
mix with fruit,
veggies and nuts)
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♦
♦

♦

Green onions or
radishes
Cream cheese or
peanut butter and
raisins rolled in
cabbage or lettuce
leaf
Ham rolls stuffed
with any kind of
vegetable. “Glue”
together with
cream cheese or
cheese spread
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RECIPES FOR VARIOUS COOKING METHODS
ALL RECIPES SERVE 12 UNLESS NOTED.

Box Oven
Anything you can prepare in your oven at home, you can make in a box oven. Cookies, muffins,
cakes are easiest at camp. (Casseroles are better in a Dutch oven.) Box oven pizza is a classic.
MUFFIN PIZZAS
♦ 2 packages English muffins, halved
♦ Pizza sauce, canned or bottled
♦ Mozzarella cheese, grated
♦ OPTIONAL: pepperoni, mushrooms,
olives, etc.
Prepare cheese and toppings. Give each camper
a muffin half. Spread with pizza sauce. Top with
desired toppings and cheese. Place on cookie
sheet; bake at 375 F for 10 minutes, or until
cheese is melted and lightly brown. While first
tray bakes, prepare the second muffin half. For
easy clean-up; line cookie sheet with foil.

Combine flour, salt, and baking powder. Work
in shortening. Add milk gradually. Roll out
dough. Spread on butter, then cinnamon. Roll
up starting at widest side. Cut into rolls. Place in
baking pan. Bake in box oven 350 F for 20-30
minutes. Mix powdered sugar, vanilla and milk
to make icing. Enjoy while warm!
EQUIPMENT: Box oven, bowls, spoons, fork or
pastry cutter, butter knives, cookie sheet or jelly
roll pan, spatula
SPICE APPLE CAKE
♦ 1 box spice cake mix
♦ 1 can apple pie filling
♦ 3 large eggs
♦ 1 tub, prepared vanilla or cream cheese
frosting
♦ Butter or oleo, softened
Grease cake pan. Combine cake mix, pie filling
and eggs in a bowl; stir until blended. Pour into
prepare pan and bake about 25 minutes at 350F.
Cool slightly and frost. Serves 18-24.

EQUIPMENT: Box oven, cheese grater, knife,
cutting board, bowls, spoons can opener, cookie
sheet, spatula
Biscuit Pizza variation: Use refrigerator biscuits
instead of English muffins. Roll out jumbo
biscuits, top with sauce, cheese, pepperoni, etc.
Fold in half. Seal edges by pressing with fork.
Bake in box oven.
CINNAMON ROLLS
♦ 2-3/4 cups flour
♦ 3/4 tsp. salt
♦ 4 tsp. baking powder
♦ 1 cup milk
♦ 1/3 cup shortening
♦ 1/2 to 1 cup butter
♦ 1/8 to 1/4 cup cinnamon
♦ 1 package confectioners (powdered)
sugar milk to make icing
♦ 1 tsp. vanilla

EQUIPMENT: Box oven, can opener, mixing
bowl, spoon, 15 x 10 inch cake pan, rubber
spatula, knife
Cherry Cake or Chocolate Cherry Cake
variation: Use white or yellow cake mix, cherry
pie filling, and vanilla frosting. Or chocolate
cake mix and frosting with cherry pie filling.
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Ice Cream Freezer
SODA SHERBET
♦ 1 or 2 cans sweetened condensed milk
♦ 2-liter bottle root beer, strawberry* or
orange* soda
♦ * If desired, can add 1/2 cup crushed
strawberries, or drained mandarin
oranges or crushed pineapple.
Combine ingredients in ice cream freezer can;
stir well. Freeze like ice cream.

VANILLA ICE CREAM
♦ 2 cups half-and-half
♦ 2 cups heavy cream
♦ 1 cup sugar
♦ 2 tsp. Vanilla
In large bowl, combine all ingredients; stir until
the sugar is dissolved. Pour into can of an ice
cream freezer. Freeze as usual.
EQUIPMENT: Rubber spatula, lg. bowl, lg.
spoon, ice cream freezer, rock salt, ice, knife

EQUIPMENT: Can opener, large bowl, rubber
spatula, large spoon, ice cream freezer, rock salt,
ice, knife, cutting board

VANILLA ICE CREAM 2
♦ 3 pints half and half
♦ 2 cans Sweetened Condensed Milk
♦ 2 Tbsp. vanilla
Same directions as above.

PUDDING ICE CREAM
♦ 2 packages instant pudding, any flavor
♦ 4 cups milk
In large bowl, prepare pudding as directed on
package. Pour into can of an ice cream freezer.
Freeze as usual.

For fruit flavored ice cream: Substitute 1 cup
fresh or frozen sliced berries or peaches for 1/2
cup of the half-and-half and freeze as directed.

EQUIPMENT: Rubber spatula, lg. bowl, lg.
spoon, ice cream freezer, rock salt, ice, knife

For chocolate lovers: Add chocolate chips,
candy, crushed Oreos or 1 cup chocolate syrup
for 1 cup of half-and-half and freeze as directed.

Buddy Burner
Controlling the temperature can be tricky. This technique is better for older girls.
QUESADILLAS
♦ Flour tortillas
♦ Butter or oleo, softened
♦ Jack cheese, grated
♦ Salsa, sour cream
♦ OPTIONAL: olives, green onions,
avocados, etc.
Prepare filling and toppings. Give each person
an 8” long piece of lightly buttered foil and a
tortilla. Top tortilla with desired toppings and
fold in half or roll. Cook on buddy burner, using
foil piece as a pan, for 4 minutes, turning
frequently. Top as desired.

EQUIPMENT: Buddy burners, vagabond stoves,
foil, grater, bowls, spoons, knives, cutting board
Alternate Method: Use griddle on propane camp
stove or campfire.
DESSERT QUESADILLAS
SIMILAR TO ABOVE: Use chocolate chips or
candy bar chunks and marshmallows for cheese
and top with thawed, whipped topping. Can use
raisins, nuts, cream cheese, or ice cream sauce.
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Dutch Oven
TAMALE PIE
♦ 2 lb. ground beef or turkey
♦ 2 pkg. taco seasoning
♦ 1/2 cup water
♦ 2 small cans seasoned tomato sauce
♦ 2 small can vacuum packed corn
♦ 1/2 cup corn meal w/ dash of salt
♦ 1-1/2 cup water
Brown meat in Dutch oven; drain. Stir in taco
seasoning, water, tomato sauce, and corn; bring
to a boil. Reduce heat; simmer 10 mins. Sprinkle
with corn meal; carefully pour remaining cup of
water over top. Bake at 350 for 25 minutes or
until cornmeal is lightly browned. Serve with
sour cream and salsa.

Combine dry ingredients. Cut in margarine;
set aside. Pare, core and slice apples; toss
with lemon juice. Place in preheated and
lightly buttered Dutch oven. Top with
oatmeal mixture. Cover. Bake at 375 F for
about 30 minutes until apples are done.
EQUIPMENT: Dutch oven, measuring cupspoons, mixing bowl, spoon, peelers, cutting
boards, knives, hammer or lid hook
MOUNTAIN GIRL BREAKFAST
♦ 1/2 to 1 lb. bacon, cut into small pieces
♦ 1 medium onion, chopped
♦ 32 oz. Bag hash brown potatoes
♦ 12 eggs, beat in medium bowl
♦ 1 lb. Cheddar cheese, grated
♦ Salsa
Preheat Dutch oven to 400 F. Cook bacon. Add
onion, cook until tender. Remove bacon and
onion from oven. Cook potatoes in bacon grease.
When golden brown, add bacon and onion back
in and stir. Pour beaten eggs over potato
mixture. Cover and cook until eggs set. Top with
grated cheese. Serve salsa on the side.

EQUIPMENT: Dutch oven, can opener, spoon,
knife, cutting board, measuring cup, hammer or
lid hook.
APPLE CRISP
♦ 2 cups oatmeal
♦ 2/3 cup flour
♦ 1 tsp. salt
♦ 8 large apples
♦ 1 cup brown sugar, packed
♦ 2 teaspoons cinnamon
♦ 2/3 cup margarine, softened
♦ 2 tablespoons lemon juice

EQUIPMENT: Dutch oven, cutting boards,
knives, mixing bowl, fork, spoon, cheese grater,
hammer or lid hook
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Coal Cooking
BANANA BOATS
♦ Bananas
♦ Chocolate chips
♦ Mini marshmallows
Peel one section of banana. Make a cut in the
banana and place on foil piece. Fill banana with
chips and marshmallows. Wrap foil. Place on
coals. Cook until chips are melted, turning once
or twice.
Optional: Peanut butter or butterscotch chips or
caramel pieces and cream cheese chunks.

FOIL MEAL 2
♦ Pre-formed hamburger patties, thawed
♦ Frozen “tater-tots”, 8 per person
♦ Frozen mixed vegetables, ½ cup per
person
Place one meat patty on square piece of foil
(doubled). Add potatoes and vegetables.
Wrap, using drugstore wrap; cook over coals for
20-30 minutes, turning once. Check to make sure
it doesn’t burn.
EQUIPMENT: Foil, cutting board, knife, can
opener, spoons

EQUIPMENT: Foil, knives, spoons
FOIL MEAL 1
♦ Polish sausage, sliced
♦ Corn, drained or other veggies
♦ Frozen hash browns, thawed
♦ Onion Soup Mix
Place a few slices of sausage on square piece of
foil (doubled). Add potatoes, corn and spoonful
of the soup mix. Wrap, using drugstore wrap;
cook over coals for 20-30 minutes, turning once.
Check to make sure it doesn’t burn.

FOIL MEAL 3
♦ 3 lbs. chicken breasts, cut into 1 inch
pieces
♦ Minute Rice
♦ Frozen mixed vegetables, ½ cup per
person
♦ Teriyaki Sauce
Place 3-4 ounces chicken on square piece of foil
(doubled). Add ½ cup uncooked Minute Rice, 1
Tbsp. Teriyaki sauce, vegetables and about 1/4
cup water. Wrap, using drugstore wrap; cook
over coals for 20-30 minutes, turning once.
Check to make sure it doesn’t burn.

EQUIPMENT: Foil, cutting board, knife, can
opener, spoons

EQUIPMENT: Foil, cutting board, knife, can
opener, spoons
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Pie Irons
General directions: Butter bread. Place one slice, butter side down, on the pie iron. Spoon filling
on center of bread. Place second slice of bread, butter side UP, on top of filling. Trim excess
bread so is fits well in pie iron. Close pie iron. Toast over campfire, stove or charcoal until bread
is golden brown and filling is hot. This may take 3-6 minutes each side. Turn iron as needed.
THE OUTSIDE (CRUST):
Bread, pie crust, crescent roll dough, biscuit
dough, pizza crust, tortillas, corn bread mix, etc.

GIRL SCOUT SPECIAL:
Spread peanut butter on 2 slices of bread. Add
one large marshmallow and one chocolate
square. Remember to butter the outsides of the
bread!

THE INSIDE (FILLING):
Fresh fruits, canned pie filling, jams, preserves,
peanut butter, pizza mix, pre-cooked ham,
sloppy Joe mix, etc.

TUNA MELT:
Mix tuna with mayo, etc. Butter the outsides of
bread. Spread with tuna mixture. Add a slice of
American cheese. Toast until golden brown.

CRUSTLESS:
Sausage patties, sliced potatoes with butter and
salt and pepper, meat loaf, etc.

EMPENADAS & SAMOSAS:
Line cavity of cooker with prepared pie crust or
egg roll. Add thinly sliced onions, fresh garlic
and Monterey jack cheese. Seal cooker and cook
until brown on both sides. For Samosas: fill the
above with peas, diced potatoes, diced carrots
and a dash of curry powder.

Dog N’ Brat/Cornbread Cooker
BISCUIT STICKS:
Using a tube of biscuit mix, pop out dough and
form each piece into the shape of a hot dog.
Place dough, 3 at a time, into well greased
cooker cavities. Close, latch handles and cook 5
to 6 minutes, turning frequently.

JOHNNY CAKES:
Sift the dry ingredients together: 1 cup
cornmeal, ½ cup flour, 1 tsp. sugar and salt. Add
1 beaten egg, 1 cup water or milk, 1 tsp butter or
oil to the dry ingredients. Mix until batter is
formed. Pour into greased iron. Cook ‘til crispy.

HOT DOG/VEGGIE DOG WELLINGTON:
Using three hot dogs, veggie dogs, sausages,
wrap each with a rolled out refrigerator
buttermilk biscuit, pinching the edges together.
Place each wrapped dog into well greased
cooker cavities. Close, latch handles and cook
over low heat until biscuits are crispy brown.

CORNBREAD STICKS:
Using 2 cups cornmeal, 1 cup milk, 1 egg, 2 tsps.
baking powder, 1 tbls butter and pinch of salt;
mix dry ingredients first, then add the wet
ingredients. Beat until batter is formed. Pour
batter into well greased cooker, filling ½ of the
cavity. Cook until browned. Other ingredients,
such as cheese, corn,apples, etc., may be added
to cornbread batter before cooking.
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Stove Top / Skillet
CEREAL TREATS
♦ 1/2 cup butter or margarine
♦ 1 package mini-marshmallows
♦ 12 cups (15 oz. box) Rice Crispie cereal
Melt butter in large pot. Add marshmallows. Stir
constantly until completely melted. Remove
from heat. Add cereal. Stir well so all cereal is
coated with marshmallow goo. Drop by
spoonful onto cookie sheet or spread into large
pan. Cool, cut and enjoy. Serves 18-24.

cabbage. Chop onion. Toss cabbage and onions
in bowl. Crush noodles. Melt butter. Brown
noodles, seasoning packet from Ramon soup,
sesame seeds and almonds in butter. Add to
cabbage and toss. Add dressing and toss again.
Variation: add grilled chicken, cut into strips.

EQUIPMENT: Large pot, measuring cup, longhandled spoon, spatula, cookie sheet or pan.

RANCHO BEANS
♦ Vegetable oil
♦ 1 large onion, chopped
♦ 2 garlic cloves, minced
♦ 2/3 cup packed brown sugar
♦ 1 can (16 oz) stewed tomatoes
♦ 2 tbsp. Dijon mustard
♦ 1 tbsp cider vinegar
♦ 3 cans (16 oz) baked beans
♦ 3 cans (16 oz) kidney beans, drained
♦ cayenne pepper to taste
♦ 1-1/2 cups shredded sharp cheddar
cheese
Sauté onion and garlic in oil until limp. Stir in
sugar, tomatoes, mustard and vinegar. Simmer 5
min.; add beans and cayenne. Simmer 15-20 min.
Top with cheese; simmer until melted.

EQUIPMENT: Measuring cups, spoons, cutting
boards, knives, small and large bowls, whisk,
frying pan, spoons (for mixing and serving)

CHINESE CABBAGE SALAD
Dressing:
♦ 1/2 cup salad oil
♦ 1/2 cup sugar
♦ 1/4 cup wine vinegar
♦ 1 Tbsp. Soy sauce
♦ 1/2 tsp. Salt and pepper
Salad:
♦ head Napa cabbage
♦ 6 green onions
♦ pkgs. Raman noodles
♦ 1/4 cup slivered almonds
♦ 1/4 cup sesame seeds
♦ 1/4 cup butter or margarine
Mix dressing ingredients, set aside. Shred
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Non-Cook
FRIENDSHIP SALAD
♦ Piece of fruit from each camper
♦ 1 can pineapple chunks
♦ 1 can fruit cocktail
♦ Optional: coconut, cool-whip,
marshmallows
Cut pared and cored fruit into bite sized pieces.
Add can fruit and desired options; stir. Chill or
serve immediately.

DIRT CUP VARIATION
Use chocolate pudding mix and Oreo cookies.
Gummy worms can be added.
FINGER JELLO (make at home and bring to camp)
♦ 4 envelopes unflavored gelatin
♦ 1/2 cup sugar
♦ 2 cups grape drink or fruit punch,
heated to boiling.
In medium bowl, mix unflavored gelatin and
sugar, add boiling grape drink/fruit punch and
stir thoroughly until gelatin dissolves. Pour into
6 or 9 inch square pan and chill until firm. Cut
into squares and serve.

EQUIPMENT: Large bowl, can opener, spoon,
knife, cutting board
Variation: Friendship Fruit Kabobs: Thread fruit
onto skewers, roll in coconut or minimarshmallows.

OR
♦
♦
♦

5 envelopes unflavored gelatin
1 cup cold water
Combine and let stand 5 minutes, add 1
cup boiling water.
Second bowl:
♦ 4 small packages Jello 1 cup sugar
♦ 2 cups boiling water
Combine both bowls, add 1 cup cold water, mix.
Pour into pan and refrigerate for 1 hour - cut
into squares.

SAND PAIL
♦ 2 cups milk
♦ Small box instant vanilla pudding
♦ 8 oz. Cool-Whip
♦ box vanilla wafers, crushed
Mix milk and pudding together. Fold in CoolWhip, then half of the crushed wafers. Spread
1/3 of the remaining crushed wafers on the
bottom of a sand pail or other container. Top
with half the pudding mix, then 1/3 of crushed
wafers. Repeat with the remaining pudding and
crushed wafers.
EQUIPMENT: Measuring cup, mixing bowl,
spoon, rubber spatula, sand pail or other
container

SNACKS
♦
♦
♦
♦

Fresh fruit. Cut up and set out on a
tray
Apple slices spread with peanut
butter
Celery sticks dipped in peanut
butter
Raw vegetables (include unusual
ones, like cauliflower, turnip,
zucchini, jicama) dip in soy sauce,

♦
♦
♦
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then in sesame seeds. Each person
dips her own.
Cabbage leaves spread with peanut
butter or cream cheese and rolled up
Cheese cubes, Dried fruits, Nut
meats
Hulled sunflower seeds, pumpkin
seeds, shredded coconut
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ITEMS AVAILABLE FROM THE HIVE:
Now you’re ready to cook! But you need pots and pans and a box oven! Use a Hive request
form to order equipment. You must get your order in by 1:00 pm the day BEFORE you need
supplies (or, better yet, turn the whole week’s worth in on Set-Up Day)!

Hive Equipment
Some of these items are issued to the unit at the start of the week and may remain in the unit
cupboard until Thursday afternoon. Other equipment such as measuring, mixing and cutting
items are dependent on the specific recipe.
Box Oven Recipes
Box Oven or:
Cardboard box
Heavy duty aluminum foil
Duct tape
13 x 9 pan
Non-stick cooking spray
Matches
Bricks (2/oven, usually 4
issued/unit)
Potholders
Charcoal
Fire tongs
Fire starters or Chimney
Newspaper (for fire chimney)
Foil to line ground with, or place
on middle of cooking unit (using
foil to line cooking unit)

Stove Top Recipes
Dutch Oven Recipes
(Varies with the recipe)
Dutch oven
Large cook pot & lid or:
Lid lifter
Large frying pan & lid (foil lid)
Fire tongs
Serving spoon or ladle
Potholders
Matches
Foil to line bottom, not lid
Bricks (place horizontally with coal Non-stick cooking spray
in between, place pot on bricks if Matches
you can’t lower grill enough)
Long handled serving spoon
Soap outside of pot if placing close Charcoal
to coals
Fire starters or Chimney
Potholders
Newspaper (for chimney)
Charcoal
Foil to line ground with, or place
Fire tongs
in or on cooking unit. No foil
Fire starters or Chimney
necessary when placing in cooking
Newspaper (for fire chimney)
unit, must use foil when using
middle of cooking unit.

Foil Wrap Recipes
Heavy duty aluminum foil (or
double the foil squares)
Permanent marker (for labeling
packets)
Non-stick cooking spray
Matches
Potholders
Charcoal
Fire tongs
Fire starters or Chimney
Newspaper (for fire chimney)

Ice cream
Ice cream freezer (bucket,
metal container & lid, dasher,
crank assembly)
Rock salt
Crushed ice
Long handled spoon
Measuring spoons
Measuring cup
(lift type can opener for canned
milk recipes)
(paring knife, cutting board, bowl,
potato masher for fruit recipes)
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Besides pots, pans and any other cooking equipment you might need, the following items are
available in the Hive for use by Unit Leaders. Unit Leaders should request items using a Hive
order form.

Condiments and Seasonings
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

baking powder
baking soda
white vinegar
vegetable oil
cornstarch

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

vanilla extract
cinnamon
Taco seasoning mix
granulated garlic
granulated onion

♦
♦
♦
♦

Italian Seasoning
salt and pepper
Root Beer Extract
Spray Pam

Each session will be provided with the following to use during each session. Hive staff and
directors will decide when these items will be available. Hive staff will be responsible for
distribution.
♦ popcorn
♦ snow cone syrup
♦ cotton candy sugar and cones
Charcoal is provided by DDC. Charcoal will be given out on the first day of camp. Unit leaders
are asked to return any unused charcoal on Friday.
In addition, DDC will provide the following for adult staff. Hive staff are responsible for
coffee/hot drinks set up at Hive each day.
♦ coffee tea
♦ hot chocolate
♦ sugar and coffee creamer
Directors will check Hive supplies for miscellaneous food items left for their use from previous
sessions and to advise their staff accordingly, so items can be used up and not just duplicated
(and often wasted).

Copies of the most recent version of the DDC Hive
Request Form are available from your session director or
from the Hive staff.
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DDC HIVE order form
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MEAL PLANNER WORKSHEET:
Meal (day at camp, time of day):
Number eating: Adults / children:

Budget: $

Special considerations:

Menu
Appetizer:

Ingredients

Equipment Needed

Protein dish:

Cereal/grain dish:

Vegetable/Fruit dish:

Dessert:

Beverage:
Most sessions participate in the milk
program and you will receive milk
from the hive every day. Use this
section for a special beverage if you
want.

SNACK:
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CAMP PROGRAM
(BESIDES OUTDOOR COOKING)
There will be times in your schedule when you aren’t starting a fire, making invitations for your
lunch guests, cooking or washing dishes and you need something to do with your unit. This
section contains ideas for games, crafts and other things to do. You are encouraged to let the
girls decide what to do. Steer them away from crafts (they’ll do those in the craft core program)
and toward interactive games (Remember those life skills? Games are a good way to foster team
building and friendship making). Let them make up a skit. Teach them a song. Many campers
don’t know the more traditional Girl Scout songs. Get your elves to help. They are a great
resource for that kind of thing. Remember, if you do crafts, get stuff from the Caterpillar so you
don’t blow your budget.

FLAG CEREMONY
Each unit is assigned a day to perform the flag ceremony (either
Flag Up or Flag Down). Camp elves are specially trained to teach
your unit the proper way to perform their flag kaper. Make time
in your schedule for your unit elves to work with your unit. Your
elves will need at least 30 minutes. Practice is best done at the
assembly area. Your unit may respectfully lower the flag and use
it to practice. Be sure the flag is raised again and ready for that
day’s Flag Down when you are done. The following information
is provided so that you, as the unit leader, know what is
supposed to happen at a flag ceremony. Remember to let your
elves teach your unit!!

FORMATION
Usually a horseshoe formation (a string on the ground can be a
guideline). Campers stand quiet and straight, with hands at their sides. Traditionally, no one
walks across the center of a horseshoe formation unless it’s the color guard.

CAMPERS IN CEREMONY
♦
♦

♦
♦

One Caller: Wears a red sash around the waist tied on the left side. Stands in the
horseshoe formation, on one end, with other campers and conducts the proceeding.
One Color Bearer (for each flag): Also called Honor Guard. Wears red sash over their right
shoulder tied with a square knot under the left arm, at the waist. The color bearer carries
the flag (usually folded triangularly and with the point forward), fastens and raises the
flag briskly or lowers flag ceremoniously and unfastens it.
2 to 10 Color Guard: Wears red sash around the waist and tied on the left side. They help
the color bearer unfold or fold flag and also help prevent it from touching the ground.
Arch of Silence: Use remaining unit members if needed. Usually, elves form the Arch of
Silence.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
♦
♦

During the flag ceremony, the color bearer or guard do not participate in any speaking
or singing.
There are many ways to vary the ceremony. A basic foundation on which to build any
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♦
♦
♦

♦

flag ceremony would be one with an attitude of dignity and respect to the colors and
country.
Campers should place their right hands over their hearts while the flag is going up or
coming down the pole.
Male campers and staff should remove hats. Ladies may leave hats on.
Color guard can carry the flag out, held flat or display it before folding or just fold it
after taking it down. They will need to practice this before doing it in front of other
campers, especially the fastening, unfastening and folding.
Depending on the length of the rope on the flag pole, a taller camper might be needed
for the color bearer or as an assistant to the bearer.

BASIC CALLS - Raising Flag
“Campers: Attention. Please remove your hats.”
“Color Guard: Attention”
“Color Guard: Advance”
“Color Guard: Halt”
“Color Guard: Post the Colors”
“Color Guard: Salute the Colors”
“Please join me in the Pledge of Allegiance”
“Please join me in the Girl Scout Promise and Law”
“Please join me in
”
Chose a patriotic song such as “O Beautiful Banner, America the Beautiful, the Star Spangled
Banner, You’re a Grand Old Flag, America,” etc. Try to vary it day to day.
“Color Guard: Retreat”
Some directors like to have the caller ask “Any last minute announcements?” before dismissing
the campers
“Campers: Dismissed”

BASIC CALLS - Lowering Flag
“Campers: Attention”
“Color Guard: Attention”
“Color Guard: Advance”
“Color Guard: Halt”
“Color Guard: Retire the Colors”
When flag is folded: “Please join me in
”
Chose a patriotic closing song such as “Daytime Taps, Fare Thee Well, or Taps, etc. Again, try to
vary it from day to day.
“Color Guard: Retreat”
Again, some directors like to have the caller ask “Any last minute announcements?”
“Campers: Dismissed”

FOLDING THE FLAG

Procedure for Flying the Flag at Half-Staff:
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To fly your flag half-staff, first hoist it to the peak, then lower it to the half-staff position.
On Memorial Day fly your flag at half-staff until noon, then raise it back to the top.
When to Fly your Flag at Half-Staff:
♦ Fly your flag at half-staff on Peace Officers Memorial Day (May 15th), unless it is also
Armed Forces Day (3rd Saturday in May).
♦ The President can order that the flag be flown half-staff at any time and for any duration
of time.
♦ Patriot Day (September 11)
♦ Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day (December 7)
In Mourning:
♦ Following the death of the President or a former President, the flag should be flown at
half-staff for 30 days.
♦ Following the death of the Vice President, the Chief Justice, a retired Chief Justice of the
United States or the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the flag should be flown at
half-staff for 10 days.
♦ Following the death of an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, a Secretary of an
executive or military department, a former Vice President, or the Governor of a State,
territory or possession, the flag should be flown at half-staff from the day of death until
interment.
♦ Following the death of a Member of Congress, the flag should be flown at half-staff the
day of death and the following day.

OTHER PROGRAM
BADGE WORK
Badge work should complement the session’s overall theme and should not be the primary
focus of any one unit. The DDC Committee has designated the following guidelines for badge
work.
♦ Only one badge should be worked on during any week at camp.
♦ Only the actual work or requirements completed by the girls should be credited.
♦ Badges do not need to be completed at camp.
♦ Remember that badges are earned not given, so please be diligent in the verification of
completion of badge requirements before giving credit.
♦ Only adults familiar with the badge work completed should sign the campers’ badge
books or forms.
♦ Signing adult must provide name (no camp names), phone number, DDC session and
unit name to each girl so her troop leader can contact them about the badge earned or
work completed. Troop leaders should purchase badges earned. They should not come
out of day camp budgets.

CAMPFIRES
A time, usually early evening, set aside for singing and story telling around the campfire. This
could include a time period for marshmallow roasting or other camp wide program. Campfires
are scheduled by session directors, as only one is allowed per session.
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GRACES
Due to copyright laws, we are unable to reproduce words to graces here. There are many, many
graces available. First, ask your elves to help out. Campers in your unit may also know some
graces that they can teach the whole unit. Your session director will also be able to teach you
graces to share with your campers. Please remember to respect all campers’ religious differences
when helping the girls to choose a grace for each meal.

GAMES
Games are an excellent way to get your unit to “gel” as a group. Games allow interaction among
the girls. Games allow girls to share personal information and feel part of the group. Games are
FREE and won’t blow your budget. Games can fill a short or long time slot in your schedule.
Our local Council has a great program called “I Will Do My Best.” It is a collection of games that
can be used with large or small groups, young or older girls. The collection has been growing
with one part being added each year. Besides playing the games, girls spend a short time
discussing the game. This brings closure to the game and lets the girls learn from it. The “I Will
Do My Best” games are available through the GSNorCal council office.

ICE BREAKERS
Getting To Know You: Campers sit in a circle. Pass around a bag of skittles or similar candy.
Have each camper take 3-5 pieces. Then you go around and each camper tells something about
herself for each piece of candy she has.

ACTIVE GAMES
Catch the Dragon’s Tail: Campers line up, hands on waist of person ahead of them. Put a
bandana in back pocket of the last person so that at least half of the bandana is hanging out. The
first person (head) chases the last person (tail) and everyone holds on. The object is to grab the
handkerchief from the back pocket or belt loop of the “tail.” Choose a new “head” if the dragon
breaks or if the tail is caught. Have two or more dragons for larger groups.
Do This And Do That: Have campers sit or stand in a circle. The first player does something
(makes a motion, says something, sings a bit of a song, makes an animal noise, etc.). Then
she/he points to a second player, who repeats what the first player did and adds something
new. The third player repeats what both the first and second players did, then adds to it ... and
so it goes.

TABLE GAMES
Use the old standards: Pick up sticks, tic-tac-toe, checkers, jacks, card games, or let campers
make up their own.

SITTING GAME
Animals Fly: Have campers sit in a circle. Choose a camper to be “it.” She/he makes up a true or
false action statements about animals. For example, “it” may shout “robins fly!” and flap her/his
arms. The other must copy her/him. Then “it” cries “cows fly!” and flapping her/his arms again.
No one else repeats this, since it isn’t true. But if a camper does, then that person becomes “it.”

WAITING GAMES
Cats Cradle: Use a 36 inch piece of string with ends tied in a knot.
Hand Slapping Games: “Miss Mary Mack”, etc.
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Additional Resources:
All Girl Scout Handbooks (G.S.U.S.A.), “Girl Scout Game Book” (G.S.U.S.A.)

GIRL SCOUT’S OWN
A Girl Scout’s Own is a special, inspirational occasion (not an entertainment or a religious
ceremony), where girls can express their deepest feelings about Girl Scout ideals through one
theme. The theme can be any one thing from peace, wildlife or art; trees, nature, or weather;
ecology, camping or love; colors or friends to name but a few. It may include poems, choral
readings, shadow plays, or stories and legends, the Girl Scout Promise, the Girl Scout Law, the
Pledge of Allegiance or the Conservation Pledge. Possible themes: Nature and Our Senses; First
Aid; Basic Camp Skills; Landmarks at Our Camp; Favorite Things at Camp, etc.

EXAMPLE – “OUR CAMP” THEME
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

The group quietly goes to a pre-selected, quiet, scenic location. A person from the host
unit leads them.
An “Arch of Silence” is made and everyone passes under it. There is no talking after
passing under the arch unless called on for a response.
Everyone gets settled in a circle. All sing “Make New Friends.”
Each girl names one new friend that she’s made at this camp.
A girl reads a short poem she’s written on the camp theme.
Each girl says one or two words which describes a special thing she will remember
about camp.
Song sung by patrol or unit conducting Scout’s Own. “The Ash Grove” with descant,
“Dona Nois Pacem,” or “Swing Along” in 2 parts, are good examples of songs; see Girl
Scout songbook.
All sing “Caravan Song” from the Girl Scout songbook, verses 1, 2, and 5.
Close with singing “Fare Thee Well” in the Girl Scout songbook.
Leave through “Arch of Silence” and return to own area.

HIKES AT CAMP
For most sessions, the Nature core program will host a hike. Remember that if your unit goes on
a hike on the Brownie Canyon or Junior Canyon trail, or ventures outside the front gate for a
little hike in the East Bay Regional Park next door, all hikers must wear long pants. Check out at
the first aid station. Get a first aid kit, a walkie-talkie and sign the message board telling what
unit is hiking, how many campers, adults and elves are hiking, when you are leaving, and when
you expect to return. If you are hiking with the Nature core people, they should take care of
these details. If you don’t have that much time, or have younger campers, or don’t want to
venture that far, or are looking for something new and different, check out these hikes:
♦ Monogram hike: Find three or more objects beginning with your initials.
♦ Penny hike: Decide direction such as “heads: go east, tails: go west.” Flip penny to
determine direction.
♦ Inch hike: Work in pairs. List as many objects as possible that are one inch high, wide,
long, etc. On return, find out which pair found the most unusual things.
♦ Evening hike: Find North by the stars. Learn to recognize some constellations. Tell
stories about them. Try flashlight signaling.
♦ Cook-Out hike: Go hobo-style with equipment in large bandanas hanging from sticks.
♦ Pioneer hike: Go cross-country with map and compass.
♦ Trees hike: See how many different kinds of trees you can find. Get descriptions of bark,
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♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

seeds, leaves, etc.
Native hike: Walk like Native Americans as quietly as possible in a single file line.
Colors hike: Choose one or two colors and list all the things seen in these colors as you
hike.
Sounds hike: Hear and identify all sounds possible along the way.
Water hike: Follow a stream or brook. Look for all sorts of water life such as “skaters,”
tadpoles, fish, etc. (There is a small stream along the trail in the East Bay Regional Park
next to camp. Ask your session director for more information.)
Map hike: Make a sketch of your route.
International hike: Identify trees, plants and shrubs. Research the country of their origin.
A.B.C. hike: Divide into small groups. Each group tries to find natural objects beginning
with each letter of the alphabet. The group who finds the most letters wins.
Curiosity hike: Find some odd or curious object such as bark, stone, stick, etc. Use your
imagination to tell what animal, etc. the object represents.
Rainbow hike: Find and list as many colors in nature as possible.
Tracking and Trailing: One group uses trail signs to show the second group where to go.

KNOTS
The Brownie and Junior Handbooks, and “Outdoor Education in Girl Scouting” have detailed
drawings and directions on how to tie knots or see examples on board in the Hive. The
most-used knots at camp are the: Square Knot, Overhand Knot, Half Hitch, Clove Hitch, and the
Taut-line Hitch

SCAVENGER HUNTS
Scavenger Hunts are a great way to get out and about and help your campers feel comfortable
around the camp. Scavenger Hunt is different from a Treasure hunt in that the campers don’t
follow clues from one place to the next to find the treasure at the end. Instead, they roam
around camp trying to find ALL the items on their list. If you are doing a nature Scavenger
Hunt, make sure campers know NOT to pick anything from a living plant. Here’s a sample
Scavenger Hunt. You can tailor it to fit the age of campers in your unit.
♦ Find ten most unusual-shaped leaves. Find at least five different textures.
♦ Find examples of at least five different odors or smells. Find at least five different seeds.
♦ Find at least five objects, each one a different color.
♦ Find at least five different objects with evidence that animals are around (like a leaf with
bites out of it).
♦ Find at least five different kinds of evidence that people are around (trash, for example).
Find at least five different kinds of rocks.
♦ Find at least five objects with different shades of brown.
♦ Find at least five different objects with different shades of green. Find at least five
different kinds of shells.
♦ Find at least five different colors on one shell.
You can make your Scavenger Hunt more competitive by assigning a points value to each item
“collected.” You can make it more challenging by requiring campers to demonstrate their camp
skills. You can use index cards for sign-offs.
Here’s an example of a skill-based Scavenger Hunt:
♦ Go to the unit whose name rhymes with “stay” and bring back an oak leaf. Find three
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♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

seeds or pods.
Go to the Ant unit and collect an ant (that isn’t moving)
Go to _____ in Bay. Make a square knot. Have her sign your card.
Bring a leaf from the tree that loses its leaves in the summer Collect one item of litter for
each member of your unit.
Go to the directors’ chateau and recite the Girl Scout Promise to _____. Have her sign
your card. Find a purple bay leaf.
All members go to the Hive and sing your unit’s favorite song to _____. Have her sign
your card.
Go to the health care supervisor and tell her what it means to wear the Brownie Pin
upside-down. Have her sign your card.
Go to the Nature person _____. Name something poisonous in camp. Have her sign your
card. Go to the westernmost unit. Have the unit leader sign your card.
Go to _____ and name three animals you have seen since camp started. Have her sign
your card. Check the place where you go before you get wet. Collect something white.
Go to the southernmost unit. Find something green less than two inches long. Find a
piece of a plant that is really two plants in one.

SECRET BUDDIES
Some sessions have “secret buddies.” Units make a special treat and secretly leave it for their
buddies sometime during the week. Treats are usually little candy or SWAP gifts. Your secret
buddy unit will have about the same number of campers that your unit has so that each camper
can make a gift for another camper. Don’t forget elves and adults too! Everyone likes a little
surprise gift. Directors assign which unit gives secret buddy gifts to which unit. Giving is not
necessary reciprocal with the unit you are giving to. For example, Ant may give to Beetle, Beetle
gives to Cricket, Cricket gives to Butterfly and Butterfly gives to Ant. Ideas for secret buddy
gifts: make lollipop flowers (poke hole in center of several small squares of tissue paper, put
lollipop stick through hole, pull up and arrange paper like petals of a flower with lollipop as
center), make lollipop animals (glue felt or fun foam ears onto lollipop, add googlie eyes).

SISTER UNITS
Some sessions assign sister units (usually older girls with younger girls) where the units get
together at some time during the week to play games, make small crafts, cook and eat a dessert,
or any other activities chosen by the units’ leaders. Check with your session director to see if
this is done during your session and for specific details.

SKITS
Skits are a time for humor and fun. Skits are done at the beginning or middle of an assembly,
when action and fun songs are still being sung and before the close of the program, when
singing changes towards slower, quieter and more serious songs. Skits don’t have to be perfect.
Relax and have fun. Try to include everyone. Overdoers can “burn-off’ some of their excess
“creativity” by being allowed to “act up.” Shy children can make their mark “behind the
scenes” by designing skits or making costumes and props.
Check bulletin board for skit schedule. Always have a back-up skit. Keep skits short, about 3-5
minutes long. Impromptu comedy can be as enjoyable as stilted acts. Remember to be sensitive.
Be careful with “joke” skits and props, as well as personal issues or negative humor. Get
permission from directors and the involved unit members or skit participants before using
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water or other “joke” props or skits.
The following skits can be enlarged as necessary to accommodate unit. See the camp library or
ask directors for more skits or pointers.

NOSEBAG SKITS:
Divide unit into groups. Give each group 7-10 items in a paper bag (pine cone, safety pin, comb,
spoon, rubber band, scarf, clothes pin, etc.). Group is given a specific time to plan a skit using all
or most of the items. Write the skit down as it is being preformed so the group can use this skit
later in the day or week.

BUBBLE GUM:
First child enters chewing bubble gum. She/he sits down on a log and pretends to take the gum
out and sticks it on the log before leaving. Next child enters and sits down, and discovers that
the gum is stuck on them. She/he pulls it off and throws it on the ground. Next person steps on
it, pulls it off and places it on a tree. This continues until entire unit has participated and the
gum ends up back on the log. The first child re-enters, finds the gum on the log and says “Oh,
so that is where I left it!” and puts it in their mouth.

THE ENLARGING MACHINE:
Use a large cardboard box, or have two campers hold a sheet up in front of two other campers.
Two campers stand in front of it and say to the audience: “This is our Enlarging Machine. Can
we have some volunteers (unit members) to help us demonstrate how it works?” Unit members
are asked to toss in items (cup, wash cloth, etc.). Campers inside the box (or behind the sheet)
will toss out a larger item (mug, beach towel, etc.). The demonstrators then ask a director (or
unit member) to come up and try it. A candy kiss is tossed in and a large candy kiss is tossed
out.
Additional Resources:
All Girl Scout Handbooks (GSUSA)
“Outdoor Education m GM Scouting” (GSUSA) “Sing Together” (GSUSA
“The Interpreter’s Guide” (CA State Park Ranger Association) “The Pocket Program” (Santa
Clara Girl Scout Council)

SONGS
Do not make photocopied or other mechanically copied song sheets. Check copyrights when
using tapes, CDs, etc. Girls may copy words by hand into their own songbooks. Remember to
select songs that do not contain stereotypical, suggestive, or offensive lyrics. Encourage more
“traditional” Girl Scouts songs like “Peace (of the River),” “Rose,” Today,” “My Paddle,” “Rise
Up O Flame,” “Girl Scouts Together,” “On My Honor,” and others. The elves know all the
fast-paced fun songs, but many elves have not learned the traditional songs. Teach them and
help them teach the campers these more traditional songs.

SWAPS
These mementos should be easy to make, inexpensive filler crafts. SWAPS are typically made
into pins and worn on a SWAP hat. However bookmarks, paperweights, bracelets, necklaces,
autograph books, and other special keepsakes are also welcomed. Because of costs, photographs
are not encouraged. Some sessions may have organized exchanges, while other sessions let
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units decide if they want to SWAP. Directors will inform you of their policy at your session’s
planning meeting.

ABOUT SWAPS:
SWAPS are a little something that you make that can be traded or "SWAPed" with others.
SWAPS mean Special Whatchamacallit Affectionately Pinned Somewhere For younger girls,
“Share With A Pal” is easier. The idea of SWAPS started at the original National Roundup
Conferences. At that time, a SWAP was a little remembrance that one Girl Scout gave to another.
SWAPS are hand made, thus the girl is giving a part of herself to show friendship. It teaches the
girls about sharing with others, while learning new skills and ways of communicating. Another
benefit is learning about other cultures, countries and Girl Scout/Girl Guide ways. SWAPS are
made as tokens of friendship. The girls are supposed to SWAP these tokens with new friends
they make. It is important to stress that they are tokens, and not "oh that's ugly I don't want to
swap". SWAPS are made with love and are given with love. It is always nice to put your troop
number and name and the date of the event on the back of the swap to recall wonderful
memories.
There is no single SWAP. There are no rules regarding materials used or items made. It is not
necessary to spend a lot of money on SWAPS. SWAPS may be simple, complex, expensive or
inexpensive, whatever the maker desires. SWAPS are usually only an inch or two in size. Many
SWAPS are made with pins attached so they can be pinned onto a camp shirt or hat.

SWAPS ETIQUETTE:
You offer a SWAP as a token of friendship. When you offer a SWAP, the person you are giving
your SWAP to may or may not have one to offer in return. If they have one, they should offer it
to you. If they do not have one, you should still give them the SWAP you first offered.
♦ Always remember to say thank you when someone gives you a SWAP. Not only is this
good manners, but it is encouraging for others to share.
♦ Be courteous. If a person gives you a SWAP you don't really like, remember that it may
have come with the purest of intentions and the simplest of skills.
♦ One good thing to do when you go to a camporee or other event where there is a lot of
swapping is to wear a hat and put the SWAPS you want to KEEP there, while putting the
ones you are willing to trade on a shirt or vest.
♦ Bring extra SWAPS if you are going to an event where swapping is a part of the event. It
is always a Girl Scout "good turn" to give to those who have few or none.
♦ SWAPS should be hand made. Store bought things take away from the concept of the
gift. It is not how fancy your SWAP is, it's the smile that accompanies it when given!
♦ Last, but not least, have FUN swapping! This is supposed to be a fun experience for you
and your girls. The girls can learn a lot about sharing and how other troops in other
states/countries do things.

SWAPS IDEAS
Check out Pinterest or try surfing the web under Girl Scout SWAP ideas. See directors for
additional ideas or better yet, use your own imagination or that of your unit. Don’t forget to
check the Caterpillar for supplies. SWAP ideas:
♦ Beaded Pin: Pony beads on a large safety pin, attached with a small safety pin. Can make
random pattern “art” or can make into flags from different countries.
♦ Beadie Babies: Pony beads on lanyard plastic lacing (for younger campers) or seed beads
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on bead wire (for older campers). Geckos are popular. Snakes are easy. Make your own
patterns or check out the web.
Bookmark 1: Use clear contact paper over pressed flowers or magazine pictures.
Bookmark 2: Use clear contact paper over pressed haiku poem written on small square
of paper. Punch hole in corner and attach ribbon.
(Continued on next page)
Bookmark 3: Cut plastic canvas into rectangular shape. Weave yarn or lanyard (gimp)
through the holes.
Bracelets: Similar to above - just tie ends together.
Caterpillars: Wrap chenille or pipe cleaner around rubber band and pencil. Attach one
end of rubber band to chenille, pull off pencil. Add googlie eyes.
Clothespin Bunny: Use clothespin, 2 googlie eyes, 2 white pompons and one tiny pink
pompon.
Clothespin Butterfly: Use clothespin, 2 googlie eyes, pipe cleaner for antennae, tissue
paper for wings.
Cloth Trefoils: Cut green material, felt, or fun foam into trefoils and decorate with
ribbon. Write troop # and event name on front.
Crepe Paper Flowers: Accordion fold strips of crepe paper. Fasten center with pipe
cleaner. Open petals.
Friendship Bracelets: Use embroidery floss. Tie different knots. Try macrame.
Fun Foam 1: Cut shapes and decorate as faces, add googlie eyes.
Fun Foam 2: Cut into shapes, overlap as collages. Glue on beads, etc.
God’s Eyes: Use toothpicks or small twigs and embroidery floss or thin yarn.
Little Creatures 1: Use smooth stones, redwood bark or nuts with painted or felt
features.
Little Creatures 2: Use fun foam or felt pieces. Attach googlie eyes and chenille feelers
and legs.
Little Creatures 3: Use pom-poms for head. Attach googlie eyes and felt ears, mask for
raccoon, teeth for beaver.
Needlepoint Designs: Cut plastic canvas into various shapes: rainbow, heart, moon, etc.
Weave yarn or lanyard (gimp) through the holes. Glue on cotton balls for clouds at the
end of the rainbow or metallic stars with moon.
Origami: make little hats, butterflies, frogs, cootie-catchers, etc. Keep them small.
Paper Beads: Cut paper into triangular shapes with a 1 inch base and about 6 inches to
12 inches long. The longer the strip, the fatter the bead. Starting with base, roll tightly
around toothpick or pencil. Glue or tape tip down. Remove from toothpick and string
together with string or yarn.
Pipe cleaner: Shape into little animals, make “worry dolls”, etc.
Shrink Art: See package for decorating ideas. Shrink in a box oven while eating lunch.

TREASURE HUNTS
Looking for some fun for your unit? Treat the campers to a Treasure Hunt. First, hide a special
treat in the refrigerator of the Hive. (Make it as Dinosaur Egg Hunt by hiding a watermelon (the
dinosaur egg) in the Hive refrigerator first thing in the morning.) Then, copy these clues. Give
the unit leader or other responsible adult the clue to the next spot. For this hunt, you give the
campers the first clue, which leads them to Maple unit. Give the Maple unit leaders the second
clue, which leads them to the Ant Unit. Campers must figure out what the clues mean and
where to go. When they get there, they get the clue to the next place. At the end, they find the
treasure in the Hive. Then hang out down in the meadow to enjoy the treat. Feel free to make up
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your own clues or add some that are session theme related. Have Fun!

TREASURE HUNT 1
This game takes about 20-30 minutes to play. It takes littler campers longer and older kids less
time.
Clues:
1. In Canada, I’m an emblem of pride, Red and White fluttering. I don’t hide. Americans
like my syrup in the morning, dripping down their pancakes adorning.
2. They go marching two-by-two, and in their home you will find the next clue.
3. Front stroke, backstroke, and silly games too, this wet spot is where you get cool.
4. I was a caterpillar once, but no more. Now I spread my wings to fly forevermore.
5. When you get a boo-boo or tummy- ache, you come to me to get an “ice cake.”
6. This is where I go to rest while my fuzzy body metamorphosis. When I break out of
here,
7. at my beautiful wings many people will stare.
8. Not many people know this game, The Woodchuck’s Den is my real name. This week I
am full of tag-a-longs who like to sing a little song.
9. Things are buzzing around this busy center. They won’t be so sweet if you don’t knock
before you enter.
10. Once inside you’ll find the finding place Cold as the Arctic or Outer Space.
Answers:
1. Maple unit
2. Ant unit
3. Pool
4. Butterfly unit
5. Health care supervisor
6. Caterpillar
7. Tags
8. Hive refrigerator

TREASURE HUNT 2
This Treasure Hunt combines some of the clue elements of a treasure hunt with the skills
demonstrations of the scavenger hunt. Hide a special treat (candy, otter pops, a watermelon) in
the Hive.
1. Go to the Hive and find _____. Brownies tell what litter is. Juniors recite the conservation
pledge. You will receive a bag to use to collect litter while on the rest of the hunt. Get
clue #2.
2. Go to Butterfly, find_____. Recite the Girl Scout Promise. Get clue #3.
3. Go to Maple, find_____. Brownies, sing the Brownie Smile Song. Juniors, show bicycle
hand signals for left turn, right turn and stop. Get clue #4.
4. Go to Beetle Unit, find_____. Name three animals you have seen this week at camp. If
you also show her a bay leaf, she will give you clue #5.
5. Go to Bay unit, Find_____. Brownies, name four countries where we might find Girl
Scouts. Juniors, say hello in four different languages. She will give you clue #6.
6. Go to Toyon, find_____. Act out a song title. When your title has been guessed correctly,
you’ll get clue #7.
7. Go to Ant unit, find_____. Sing a song you have learned at camp this week and you will
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

receive clue #8.
Go to Buckeye, find_____. Brownies, tell what pins a Brownie Girl Scout wears. Juniors,
explain the World Association Pin. Get clue #9.
Go to the First Aid Station, find_____. Explain first aid for burns. Receive clue #10.
Go to Oak, find_____. Brownies, explain the buddy system and why it is important.
Juniors, make a trail sign and explain what it means. Get clue #11.
Go to the Directors’ Chateau, find_____. Tell her what you have enjoyed most about
camp and show her your bag of litter. Get clue #12. Throw away your trash.
Find your treasure in the Hive. Ask_____ for help.

WIDE GAMES
A wide game consists of activities or skills taught at various stations (locations). Wide games
can be short or very long, from a few minutes to a whole day or weekend. They can follow a
story or a theme such as skills needed to be taught or practiced for camp or badge requirements.
Many sessions offer Friday activities in a wide game format. Some aspects of your volunteer
training are taught as a wide game.

UNIT CRAFTS
Fast, Easy and CHEAP Craft / Activity / Game Ideas (or what to do when you’re not cooking
swimming, hiking, singing. etc. without blowing your budget): If you really want to do a craft
in your unit, here are some quick, easy and INEXPENSIVE ideas. Many of these ideas use
materials that are available FREE in the Caterpillar. Check before you buy.
♦ Animal/People paper
Loops, cut straws to
baby food jars
chains
1-inch length
♦ Graham cracker
♦ Beady Babies
♦ Clothespin dolls
“gingerbread” house
♦ Berry ink, use for
♦ Collages with beans,
♦ Greeting card/
splatter painting, leaf
seeds, colored rice,
wallpaper/ origami
printing, veggie
colored macaroni
boxes
stamping, bubble
♦ Cootie catchers with
♦ Lanyard key chains
prints
GS Promise/Law
♦ Leaf print
♦ Bowling game with 2
♦ Cornhusk dolls
stationery/bookmark
liter bottles for pins or
♦ Cornhusk flowers (like
♦ Leaf rubbing
make mini version out
tissue paper flowers)
stationery/bookmark
of modeling dough
♦ Coupon book for
♦ Macaroni jewelry —
♦ Bread Dough (bake in
camper’s parents
color pasta, then string
box oven after cooking
♦ Crayon rubbings (use
on yarn
your meal)
unusual objects or
♦ Mardi Gras paper plate
♦ Brown bag puppets
nature)
masks
♦ Bubble bath (use film
♦ Decoupage
♦ “Memory” game
containers to store and
♦ Dough baskets
♦ Midsummer wreath:
take home)
♦ Egg carton caterpillars
mini version magnet or
♦ Bubble prints
♦ Face paint
pin
♦ Bubble wands (from
(homemade)
♦ Milk carton bird feeder
wire) and homemade
♦ Finger puppets —
♦ Mini-kite (fly in
bubble brew
paper cones, felt, PVC
meadow)
♦ Cat’s Cradle game
pipe, etc.
♦ Origami
♦ Cereal and Straw
♦ Flowerpot wind chime
♦ Paper airplanes (fly in
jewelry - use Fruit
♦ Glass paperweight meadow)
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Paper baskets
Paper beads
Paper boat (race in
pool at swim time)
Paper loop chains
Paper fan - full size or
mini
Paper napkin rings and
table centerpiece
Papier- mâché
Pencil holders (frozen
juice cans)
Trinket jars (baby food
jars) - cover with
string, yarn,
decoupage, tissue
paper, paint, pasta, etc.
Pick-Up Sticks
Pictures with colored

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

sand, colored salt
Pinecone birdfeeders
Pinwheels Placemats
Plant seeds in egg
cartons
Play dough
Pomander
Pom-pom clothespin
caterpillars
Punched tin (use juice
can lids or double thick
foil) Puzzle piece
picture frame or pin
Rock/Paper/Scissors
game
Safety pin bead
bracelet
Soap modeling
Splatter painting with
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toothbrush
Stained “glass” with
crayon shavings or
leaves and flowers —
place items between
sheets of wax paper,
bake in box oven
String collage
Tangram
Tic-Tac-Toe game
(make and play)
Tissue flowers
Toothpick sculpture
Triangle boxes
Veggie stamps
stationery/bookmark
Yarn bracelet or Yarn
Doll
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BASIC CRAFT RECIPES:
Bubbles 1
1 cup water
1/4 cup dish soap
1 Tbsp. glycerin
Bubbles 2
3 cups water
1 cup dish soap (Dawn / Joy)
1/4 cup corn syrup
Fun Putty (Silly Putty)
1 Tbsp. liquid starch
2 Tbsp. white glue
food coloring (optional)
Combine all ingredients.
Store in a plastic egg. Lasts
4-5 days.
Bubble Bath
1 cup liquid soap
1/2 cup mild, sudsy shampoo
1 Tbsp. glycerin
1 Tbsp. baby oil
Combine all ingredients.
Shake well to mix.
Soap Modeling
1/2 cup laundry soap flakes
(Ivory)
2 Tbsp. hand lotion
food coloring (optional)
Mix well. Model soap or
press into candy molds. Let
dry 1-2 days.

Paper Puffy Paint
1 cup flour
1 cup salt
1 cup water
several teaspoons tempera
paint
Mix together in medium
bowl. Pour into clean squeeze
bottle (old honey or mustard
bottles work great). This
paint “puffs” on its own as it
dries. Use within 2-3 days.
Modeling Dough 1
(play dough)
food coloring (different color
for each batch)
1 cup white flour
1/2 cup salt
1 cup water
1 Tbsp. cream of tartar
2 Tbsp. oil
Combine all ingredients in a
medium saucepan. Cook
over medium heat stirring
constantly. After several
minutes, the mixture will
form a ball. Remove from
heat. COOL. Knead dough on
a floured surface until
smooth. Store in an airtight
container (Ziploc bag is
perfect)

Face Paint
1-1/2 tsp. cornstarch
3/4 tsp. face cream
2 tsp. water
food coloring
Mix well. Apply with small
paintbrush.
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Baked Modeling Clay
2 cups flour
1 cup salt
1 cup water
Mix together in medium
bowl. Knead several times on
floured board. Roll our
dough to 1/2-inch thickness.
Cut shapes with cookie
cutters. Make holes for string
before baking. Bake on foil
covered cookie sheet at 250°
for about 1-1/2 hours. Paint
with tempera or acrylic
paints. Varnish if desired.
Salt Dough
1-1/4 cups flour
1-1/4 cups salt
3/4 cup water
1 Tbsp. veg. oil
Mix together in medium
bowl. Add more water as
needed. Knead several times
on floured board. Model into
shapes. Make holes for string
before baking. Bake on foil
covered cookie sheet at 350°
for about 20 minutes. Paint
with tempera or acrylic
paints. Varnish if desired.
Papier-mâché
1/2 cup flour
1 cup warm water
1 tsp. salt if weather is humid
or cool (helps retard mold)
newspaper, torn in strips.
Put flour in medium bowl.
Gradually add water, mixing
continuously to prevent
lumps. Paste newspaper
strips to blown-up balloons,
paper-towel rolls, etc.
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WHAT’S IN THE CATERPILLAR
Here’s an alphabetical list of what’s in the Caterpillar and which bin or cubby it’s in. Since exact
contents vary week to week, year to year, it’s a good idea to visit the Caterpillar after training,
before your session and during camp for those last-minute filler ideas. Please be considerate of
your session’s hive staff and the following session by putting unused items back where you
found them. Help us save end-of-year clean up time by discarding unusable items.

PROGRAM SUPPLIES INVENTORY ALPHABETICAL LISTING
NOTE: BECAUSE OF HEALTH CONCERNS, WE ARE NOT ALLOWED TO USE
TOILET PAPER ROLLS AND USED MEAT TRAYS.
A
Acrylic 44
Acrylic paint 44
Adding machine rolls 81
B
Baby food jars 66
Balloons 21
Banners 10
Basket making reed 26
Baskets, strawberry 28, 29
Beads, beading 22
Beans, dried 58, 59
Binders, 3 ring 18
Blockprinting 46
Bluing 73
Boards for knotting Can A
Bones (nature) 37
Books, children’s story 54
Bowls & buckets for mixing
craft stuff 47
Brayers 82
Bubblemaking 37
C
Candlemaking 65 & next to 65
Cardboard, sheets 20
Cardboard, tubes 3" 63
Cardboard, tubes 8" 64
Cardboard, tubes 20" 62
Carving tools for blockprinting 46
Ceramic tile 74
Chalk 75
Charcoal grills (folding) Corner
Children's Story Books 54
Chopsticks 83
Clothespins, assorted 17
Coffeepot cords 51
Coloring books 71
Contact paper 79
Containers, plastic 67

Containers, small, assorted 25
Cord, macrame Can A
Corks 27
Cornhusks 9
Costumes 1
Cotton balls 40
Crayons 35, 36
Cutters, cardboard 15
D
Decoupage 73
Doilies 60
Dowels 83
Drama & skit prop items 1
Dream catchers 23
Dried natural materials 11
Drills, hand 2
E
Easter grass 21
Elastic 19
Epsom salts 73
Extension cords 51
Eyeglass lenses 57
F
Fabric 1,Cans F,D,G,H
Fabric, paint 45
Fabric, solid color Cans F,G
Fabric, prints Can H
Fabric, felt Can D
Fabric, fur Can D
Facepaint 45
Feathers 23
Film canister 12
Fingerpaint 45
Flag 16
Flags for game boundaries 56
Flashcards, animal 37
Floral foam 7
Floral tape 8
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Floral vials 7
Floral wire 8
Flower presses 37
Flowers, plastic & dried 8
Foam, floral 7
Foam, soft 6
Frisbees. 56
G
Game equipment 56
Glass baby food jars 66
Glass plates for sunprints 37
Glue, Elmer's 73
Grass seed, Kentucky 58, 59
Grass, Easter type 21
Greeting cards, used 60
Grills, charcoal folding Corner
H
Hats Can E
Hole punch, 3 hole 15
Holiday items 21
I
Inks for inkpads 46
J
Juice can lids 25
K
Knot board Can A
L
Labels 15
Lace 19
Lanyard material & dispenser 41
Leather scraps 42
Leather lacing 23
Leaves, silk and paper 21
Leis 1
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Letter stencils 15
Lids, plastic 30
Light bulbs 51
Liquid bluing 73
M
Macrame cord Can A
Magnifiers 37
Margarine tubs 67
Markers, colored 36
Markers, permanent 15
Mats, circular paper 60
N
Nails, small 85
Native American related items 23
Nature curriculum, OBIS 33, 34
Nature program 37
Nests(nature) 37
Noodles for crafts 58, 59
O
OBIS 33, 34
Office supplies 15
P
Paint, acrylic 44
Paint brushes 43
Paint, faces 45
Paint, finger 45
Paint, fabric 45
Paint, shirts 46
Paint stirrers 83
Paint rollers 43
Paint, tempera 44
Paint, watercolor 44
Paper, adding machine rolls 81
Paper bags 60
Paper clips and clamps 15
Paper, colored scraps Cubby, top
Paper, contact paper 79
Paper, doilies 60
Paper mache 24
Paper, newsprint Cubby, top
Paper, photocopying Cubby,
bottom
Paper, placemats 60
Paper, scrap and white rolls 78
Paper, tissue paper 57
Paper, twist 57
Paper, wall paper 79, 80
Papermaking screens 82
Parking equipment 16

Pasta, crafts 68
Pencils & sharpeners 15
Pinbacks 15
Pinecones 4, 5
Ping pong equipment 56
Plaster of Paris 77
Plastic, caps, boxes & cups 48
Plastic containers,
assorted sizes 67
Plastic containers for mixing craft
materials 47
Plastic, for mixing craft stuff 47
Plastic, six pack rings 13
Plastic, lace(lanyard) 40
Plastic, lids 30
Plastic, tubes 1" 32
Plastic, tubes 5" 31
Plastic table coverings
& tarps 52, 53
Pompoms 40
Popsicle sticks 83
Posters 10
Post-it-notes 15
Printing, silkscreens 82
Printing, supplies 46
Puppetry 40
R
Raffia 9, 26
Ribbon, curling 21
Ropes 17
Rope makers 2
Rulers 15
S
Salt, colored 75
Sand, colored and plain 75, 76
Sandpaper 85
Scoops for games 56
Screens, papermaking or
silkscreen 82
Sewing supplies 19
Shells 37
Shirts, for painting 46
Silkscreens 82
Six pack rings 13
Skit props & drama items 1
Snakeskin and book 37
Socks for puppets 40
Sponges for printing 45
Spray bottles 3
Squeegees 82
Stamp pads and ink 46
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Staples, staple remover 15
Straw packing 9
Strawberry baskets 28, 29
String 38
Stuffing, cotton/polyester Can C
T
Table coverings 52, 53
Table tennis 56
Tag toys 55, 68, 69, 70
Tape 15
Tarps 52, 53
Tempera paint 44
Tents next to box 29
Thread 19
Thumbtacks 15
Ties, men’s 1
Tile, ceramic 74
Tinkertoy(giant) 72
Tissue paper 57
Toothbrushes, for painting 43
Toothpicks 83
Tornado connectors 37
Trims 19
Tubes, cardboard 3" 63
Tubes, cardboard 8" 64
Tubes, cardboard 20" 62
Tubes, plastic 1" 32
Tube, plastic 5" 31
Tulle (fabric netting) Can D
Tuna cans 25
V
Vials, floral 7
Video boxes 14
W
Wallpaper 79, 80
Wallpaper paste 24
Watercolor paint 44
Wax Next to 65
Weaving supplies 20
Woodburning tools 85
Woodcrafts, popsicle sticks 83
wood scraps 84
Woodworking 85
Wood glue 85
Y
Yarn-cut for latch hook & rugs 39
Yarns, assorted Can B
(updated - 2008)
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